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Welcome to the 2020 Catalogue 
Education is full of divergent opinions, but there is one aspect of learning that 
most educators do seem to be able to agree on and that is the idea that to 
become an expert in a particular skill or technique you need to practise it. 

The power of practice
According to the Swedish academic Anders Ericsson, whose research into 
expertise formed the basis for Malcolm Gladwell’s often-cited 10,000-hour rule, 
practice is the single most important factor in determining a person’s ultimate 
achievement in a given field. There is an important caveat, however. To truly 
improve, learners must engage in what Ericsson calls ‘deliberate practice’.  
While regular practice might include mindless repetitions, ‘deliberate practice’ 
involves putting sustained effort into improving your performance in a specific 
area. It requires focused attention, constant monitoring and feedback and  
should be pitched just beyond one’s current capabilities.

Building fluency and automaticity
It is easy to see how Ericsson’s theories might apply to the classroom. Focused 
practice, both guided and independent, is a key part of how children learn. 
Without it, pupils can have little hope of developing the fluency and automaticity 
necessary to progress to more challenging tasks. Moreover, practice significantly
increases the likelihood that children will permanently remember new information. 

The right tools for the job
Not surprisingly, practice also lies at the heart of much of what we do at  
Schofield & Sims: in the sustained repetition of WriteWell; the subtle 
progression of Mental Arithmetic; and the targeted focus of our SATs  
and 11+ resources. It’s also an important feature of our new comprehension 
programme, Complete Comprehension, which aims to develop children’s 
reading skills through intensive practice of key comprehension strategies.

The evidence is clear: the more we practise, the better our performance. With 
this in mind, I hope you will take the opportunity to browse the wide range  
of practice materials – many of them accompanied by high-quality teacher 
support – in this year’s catalogue, in order to find the tools you need to  
improve your pupils’ performance.

Kind regards,

Nick Platts 
Chairman

Placing your order 
 How to order

Online
You can order quickly and easily online by visiting
www.schofieldandsims.co.uk. New customers can
either set up an account or order as a guest. By
creating an account, you will be able to save your
delivery address and view your complete order history. 

By phone 
You can order by telephone, from 8.00 a.m. to 
5.00 p.m., Monday to Friday, by calling our friendly 
Customer Service team on 01484 607080.

By post, fax or email 
Completed order forms, purchase orders and other 
paper orders should be posted to: 

Schofield & Sims Ltd 
7 Mariner Court 
Wakefield 
West Yorkshire 
WF4 3FL

Alternatively, you may fax your order to 01484 606815
or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk.

 Payment
Orders can be paid for: 

• by debit card, credit card or PayPal

•  on account (schools, nurseries, playgroups, 
bookshops and other retailers only)

•  by requesting a pro forma invoice.

Cheques should be made out to Schofield & Sims Ltd 
and orders from private individuals must include  
full payment details. We request that you do not 
send cash.

 Delivery
Deliveries to the UK are normally made within three 
working days, while deliveries to Europe and the rest  
of the world take from five to ten days. All deliveries 
are tracked and the following rates apply:

•  Delivery to the UK is free on orders over £30.00. 
Orders under £30.00 attract a flat £3.50 delivery 
charge.

•  Delivery to Europe and throughout the rest of the 
world is charged at a standard business rate.

Information for schools 
School discounts 
Schofield & Sims demonstrates its ongoing 
support to schools by supplying them with 
resources at reduced prices. These discounted 
prices are clearly marked in the catalogue and 
on the website and fall into two categories:

•  Class set price – for teachers and tutors 
ordering 10 or more copies of the same  
title (excludes teacher’s books, answer 
books and posters). 

•  Teacher price – for teachers and tutors 
ordering fewer than 10 copies of the  
same title.

Sample copies 
Once you have read the catalogue or website 
entries, you may wish to see examples of 
books from a particular series. Schools can 
request free, sample copies of pupil books, 
record books and revision and test practice 
materials by contacting our Customer Service 
team. These copies are for you to keep and 
do not need to be returned. 

School visits 
If you require further information or training 
on a specific title, or would like to request 
a visit from your local sales representative, 
please contact our Head of School Sales: 

David Nesbitt  
01484 601718  
david@schofieldandsims.co.uk 

International schools 
International schools are entitled to the same 
benefits as UK schools when ordering direct, 
including discounted prices. However, some 
international schools may prefer to order  
from a local stockist, details of which are 
provided on pages 98–99 of the catalogue. 
Full contact details can also be found at 
www.schofieldandsims.co.uk/international.  
For further information on international  
school orders, please contact our International 
School Sales Manager: 

Vincent Jackson  
+44 (0)1484 601717  
vincent@schofieldandsims.co.uk
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New for 2020 | Complete Comprehension

2 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

The essential companion for teaching reading 
comprehension in your school, combining a 
skills-based approach with explicit vocabulary 
instruction and stimulating enrichment activities 
(see pages 40–41).

✓  In-depth teaching support to help you model each  
comprehension skill in context

✓  Skills-focused practice to prepare children for the  
KS1 and KS2 SATs Reading papers 

✓  A wide variety of texts to spark pupils’ interests 
and encourage a love of reading.

Includes high-quality, 
contemporary fiction 
by authors such as 
Katherine Rundell,  
Abi Elphinstone,  
Pádraig Kenny, 
Michael Morpurgo  
and Malorie Blackman.

?
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New for 2020 | Complete Comprehension

3 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Detailed lesson plans help 
to cut down planning time.

‘Let’s try’ questions, also available as 
downloadable PowerPoint® slides, allow 
you to model the target skill for your class.

A Language toolkit facilitates 
the pre-teaching of key or 
unfamiliar vocabulary.

Mark schemes are provided for all 
the pupil practice questions, including 
guidance on possible areas of difficulty.

Mix it up! questions provide 
test-style practice of a range  
of comprehension skills.

The text passages cover a broad range 
of topics allowing you to make links 
with other areas of the curriculum.

Target skill questions allow children 
to practise answering questions on  
the target skill independently. 
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New for 2020 | My record books

4 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

My record books
To boost skills and promote strong home–school communication

Prepare for the new 
Multiplication Tables 
Check with timed 
practice tests  
and personalised  
learning targets.

(See page 51)

Encourage pupils 
to record and learn 
new spellings – 
perfect for weekly 
spelling practice!

(See page 93)

Track children’s 
progress in phonics 
with this handy 
Letters and Sounds 
phonic learning log.

(See page 94) 
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New for 2020 | SATs revision

5 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Targeted revision and practice for 
the 2020 national tests and beyond

New editions of our popular revision guides providing clear 
explanations of all the topics that could appear in the tests. (See page 86)

Up-to-date and realistic SATs practice for both key stages, 
complete with detailed answers and marking support. (See page 87)
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Get Set Teacher’s Guides
Sophie Le Marchand and Sarah Reddaway 

Get Set Early Years is a comprehensive and engaging early years programme that  
aims to bridge the gap between play and formal learning, helping all children to be  
school-ready by the end of Reception� It links directly to the Early Years Foundation Stage 
(EYFS) framework, with a particular focus on the specific areas of Literacy, Mathematics 
and Understanding the world� For each of these areas, there is a teacher’s guide full 
of inspiring activity ideas that cover all the expected Early Learning Goals (ELGs), and 
corresponding activity books for parents or carers to complete with their child at home�

The Get Set teacher’s guides provide a wealth of learning opportunities and practical 
resources based around play, exploration and discussion that slowly build in more formal 
elements of learning� The books also promote strong home–school links, not only through 
close correspondence with the activity books, but by providing a variety of additional 
resources designed to encourage a strong partnership between school staff and parents�

Early years resources | Reception

6 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Activity sheets include a 
wide range of hands-on 
learning resources such as 
cards, games and puzzles.

There is gradual progression 
from unit to unit and from 
term to term.

As the units progress 
the Go activities slowly 
introduce elements of 
more formal learning.

EY

Talking points prompt conversational 
exploration of the topic and help 
build vocabulary.
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Early years resources | Reception

Each Get Set teacher’s guide contains 39 structured units, one for each week of the  
school year, that develop children’s knowledge and enjoyment of the relevant ELGs�  
All the unit plans follow a consistent format, comprising:

•  Introductory panel – featuring a description of the learning objective with links to the 
ELGs, together with key and further vocabulary that will be covered during the unit

•  Get set activities – three activity ideas to help you introduce and invite exploration of  
the topic through practical and playful means

•  Go activity – a further activity with accompanying photocopiable resource allowing 
children to explore the topic in more depth

•  Cross-curricular links – clear references to other EYFS curriculum areas that children  
may be actively engaged in through the activities in the unit 

•  Home link – references to relevant pages in the activity books�

All three teacher’s guides also include general guidance on delivering and assessing the 
EYFS curriculum, alongside a range of supporting photocopiable resources�

7 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Get Set Mathematics Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1435 6

Get Set Literacy Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1440 0

Get Set Understanding the World 
Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1446 2

Free downloads
Further Get Set Early Years resources 
are available as free downloads 
from the Schofield & Sims website, 
including:

•  Termly vocabulary lists 

•  an Observation form to help teachers 
record evidence of ELGs

•  a Learning diary to help facilitate 
home–school communication

•  a Grapheme–phoneme 
correspondence chart and Phonics 
glossary

•  a Handwriting chart showing letters 
of the alphabet and numerals from 
1 to 9

•  a Letter formation patter chart

•  a full Recommended reading list�
Additional photocopiable resources 
can be given to parents and carers 
to support learning at home.

AGES 4–5

RRP £15.00

TEACHER PRICE £13.00
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Early years resources | Reception

8 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Get Set Activity Books
Sophie Le Marchand and Sarah Reddaway 

The Get Set activity books complement the learning and development opportunities 
offered in the Get Set teacher’s guides, providing fun activities, vocabulary and tips for 
use with children in their Reception year� Active parental or carer involvement in a child’s 
education has long-lasting benefits to their learning as they progress through school, and 
the Get Set activity books are an ideal way of strengthening links between school staff  
and parents, and encouraging consolidation of learning at home�

There are 12 Get Set activity books in total that together cover all the Early Learning Goals 
(ELGs) for Literacy, Mathematics and Understanding the world� The activities in the books 
link directly with the units in the teacher’s guides, thereby reinforcing the learning that 
takes place at school� They also provide parents and carers with a clear understanding  
of the topics and vocabulary that their children are learning in school, as well as an  
idea of the expectations for children at this age�

Pages are clear and 
uncluttered with engaging 
illustrations to capture the 
child’s imagination.

Dotted or shaded lines 
guide children through 
the activities.

The activity instructions are 
written in concise, child-friendly 
language that should be read 
aloud to the child by an adult.

EY
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Early years resources | Reception

9 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Each activity book page contains two activities for the child to complete� Carefully designed 
to be as engaging and varied as possible, the activities include matching, complete the 
picture, connect the dots, mazes, picture sequencing, colour by sound, odd one out and 
many more�

To further promote home learning, helpful notes are provided at the back of each book in 
a detailed table that parents and carers can refer to while working through the book with 
their child� For each page of the activity book, the following information is given:

•  Teaching tip – a useful educational tip offering guidance to parents and carers on how 
best to support their child as they complete the activities

•  Key vocabulary – a selection of important key vocabulary for parents and carers to use 
with their child when discussing the topic

•  Extension activity – a suggestion for an additional practical activity that explores the  
topic in a real-life context to further challenge the child and enrich their learning�

Counting 
978 07217 1436 3

Adding and Subtracting 
978 07217 1437 0

Shape and Pattern 
978 07217 1438 7

Space and Measure 
978 07217 1439 4

Reading and Rhyme 
978 07217 1445 5

Letter Sounds 
978 07217 1441 7

Phonics 
978 07217 1442 4

Writing Letters 
978 07217 1443 1

Writing Words 
978 07217 1444 8

People 
978 07217 1447 9

The World 
978 07217 1448 6

Technology 
978 07217 1449 3

Notes for parents and carers 
provide ideas to extend 
children’s learning.

Activities increase in difficulty 
as children work through them, 
progressing at the same speed as 
the units in the teacher’s guides. 

AGES 4–5

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Daisy Lane Home–School Readers for 
Pre-school Children:

Silly bear, Boris Bear! (Sound Story) 
978 07217 1101 0

Max’s monster meal (Sound Story) 
978 07217 1102 7

Toy trouble (Sound Story) 
978 07217 1103 4

In the shed (Key Word Story) 
978 07217 1104 1

Hide and seek (Key Word Story) 
978 07217 1105 8

I can do that! (Key Word Story) 
978 07217 1106 5

Daisy Lane Home–School Readers
Carol Matchett 

The Daisy Lane Home–School Readers for Young Children and Pre-school Children 
are lively stories for children and adults to enjoy together� They have been specially written 
by a teacher to support children’s first steps in literacy� Each story takes place in and 
around Daisy Lane and focuses on two young children, Ollie and Jazz – a brother and 
sister with whom young readers will quickly identify�

The Daisy Lane Home–School Readers for Young Children are aimed at children who 
have not yet started to read but show an interest in books, while the Daisy Lane Home–
School Readers for Pre-school Children are suitable for Reception-age children who  
are just starting to read independently� Ideal for use as home readers, both sets of books 
may also be used for group or independent reading in class� All the stories support the 
Literacy Early Learning Goals in the Early Years Foundation Stage framework and will  
sit comfortably with any other readers that your school may already be using�

Early years resources | Reading

10 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

The books are attractively presented 
with colour illustrations and a typeface 
specifically designed for young readers.

Sound Stories use rhyme and 
alliteration to focus on the 
sounds made by different letters.

Home–School Guide to Reading 
with Pre-school Children 
978 07217 1100 3

Free  
downloads  
available

EY

AGES 3–4

RRP £2.95

TEACHER PRICE £2.50

CLASS SET PRICE £2.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Daisy Lane Home–School Readers for 
Young Children:

Helping Harpo (Sound Story) 
978 07217 1108 9

What a laugh! (Sound Story) 
978 07217 1109 6

Zap! (Sound Story) 
978 07217 1110 2

Can I come in? (Key Word Story) 
978 07217 1111 9

Look at this! (Key Word Story) 
978 07217 1112 6

Lost and found (Key Word Story) 
978 07217 1113 3

Early years resources | Reading

The Daisy Lane readers feature two different types of stories: Sound Stories and  
Key Word Stories� The Sound Stories develop early phonological awareness and knowledge 
of the sound–symbol relationships using rhyme and alliteration, while the Key Word Stories 
encourage recognition of common high-frequency words through pattern and repetition� 

To support parents and classroom assistants in guided reading sessions, every reader 
includes concise and clearly written notes for adults that not only consolidate reading  
skills and strategies taught in the classroom, but also encourage discussion and help 
develop children’s language and comprehension skills�

Further guidance on helping children as they learn to read can be found in The Home–
School Guide to Reading with Pre-school Children and The Home–School Guide 
to Reading with Young Children� Perfect for parent induction meetings and reading 
workshops, the guides contain simple explanations of the process of learning to read  
and are full of ideas for encouraging early literacy, using books, the text that surrounds  
us and everyday objects�

Free downloads
A separate Daisy Lane Reading 
Profile is available as a free download 
from the Schofield & Sims website 
to help teachers in Reception classes 
gather information about children’s 
reading�

Designed to accompany the Daisy 
Lane Home–School Readers for 
Young Children, this eight-page,  
A4 booklet contains transcripts of 
selected sections of the text of each 
of the six books at this level, a note of 
the sounds and key words focused on, 
and some key questions to ask children 
to check their understanding�

Key Word Stories reinforce 
high-frequency words for 
the Reception year.

Home–School Guide to Reading  
with Young Children 
978 07217 1107 2

11 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Spacious square pages 
are easy for young  
readers to handle.

AGES 4–5

RRP £2.95

TEACHER PRICE £2.50

CLASS SET PRICE £2.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Sound Phonics Activity Books
Carol Matchett 

Sound Phonics is a complete synthetic phonics programme comprising 10 activity  
books, a teacher’s guide, a teacher’s resource book and a collection of decodable rhymes�  
Fully compatible with Letters and Sounds, it prepares children for full fluency in reading, 
writing and spelling by providing rich multi-sensory practice in phonics�

The Sound Phonics activities reinforce children’s early literacy skills through listening and 
speaking� From an early stage, children are encouraged to look at and point to letters – 
and gradually to trace and form them correctly� They also practise identifying and saying 
the correct sounds in words and blending these sounds to read words, slowly moving on  
to segmenting and blending longer words� Children also practise reading and spelling 
‘tricky’ words and making correct spelling choices�

Pictures help elicit 
letter sounds.

English resources | Phonics

12 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Sound Phonics Phase One 
978 07217 1144 7

Sound Phonics Phase Two 
978 07217 1145 4

Sound Phonics Phase Three Book 1 
978 07217 1146 1

Sound Phonics Phase Three Book 2  
978 07217 1147 8

Sound Phonics Phase Four 
978 07217 1148 5

Sound Phonics Phase Five Book 1 
978 07217 1149 2

Sound Phonics Phase Five Book 2 
978 07217 1150 8

Sound Phonics Phase Five Book 3 
978 07217 1151 5

Sound Phonics Phase Six Book 1 
978 07217 1152 2

Sound Phonics Phase Six Book 2 
978 07217 1153 9

In the earliest activities, the child responds 
by circling, colouring, drawing or pointing.

Prepare for the 
Year 1 phonics 

screening check

EY KS1

AGES 4–7

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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English resources | Phonics

13 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

The Sound Phonics activity books lie at the heart of the Sound Phonics programme, 
providing exercises to practise and consolidate the phonic knowledge and skills introduced 
through discrete teaching sessions� The first book in the series is a reusable stimulus book 
supporting literacy development in early years settings as described in the Early Years 
Foundation Stage framework, as well as Letters and Sounds Phase One� This is followed  
by nine activity books for completion by the child that cover the development stages  
that Letters and Sounds refers to as Phases Two to Six�

Each activity book supports teachers and other adult helpers by providing:

• integrated revision of points covered earlier 

• ‘focus’ statements, summarising the main objectives of every page

• assessment activities and an assessment summary

• explanatory notes

• a glossary of phonics terminology�

Free downloads
Further Sound Phonics resources 
are available as free downloads from 
the Schofield & Sims website� These 
resources may be used in the activities 
described in the Sound Phonics 
Teacher’s Guide (see page 14) or 
for further practice� They include:

•  more than 30 illustrated Character 
cards for introducing and reinforcing 
a letter, each corresponding to an 
alliterative sentence provided in the 
Sound Phonics Teacher’s Guide

•  Character scenario sheets for letter  
Sets 1 to 6, as well as for the 
consonant digraphs ch, sh, th and  
ng, with supporting activity ideas

•  Letters and Lines handwriting 
downloads that provide extra practice 
at letter formation and writing 

•  further information on how  
Sound Phonics aligns to Letters 
and Sounds, including a Scope and 
sequence chart�

Phonic terms are defined in a 
glossary at the back of each book.

Tog the robot helps the child 
to use ‘sound talk’ when 
segmenting for spelling.

‘Sound buttons’ help the child 
to say separate sounds before 
blending them for reading.

‘Focus’ statements summarise 
objectives. 
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Sound Phonics Teacher’s Guide
Carol Matchett 

The Sound Phonics Teacher’s Guide helps you to use all the Sound Phonics materials 
effectively in your classroom� The adult-led activities are designed to be carried out in 
groups or pairs, supported by materials in the accompanying teacher’s resource book�

Teaching notes help you to plan phonics sessions around the Sound Phonics activity 
books� Based on the model ‘teach, practise, apply, assess’, they include:

• practical multi-sensory activities to introduce and reinforce phonic knowledge 

• games to practise phonic skills in a stimulating context

• ways to apply phonic learning in reading and writing, and in other areas of learning

• ‘little and often’ activities to revise recognition and recall of known graphemes�

The assessment guidance includes Observe and record notes to help you to manage 
assessment in Phase One, as well as detailed information on carrying out the assessments 
in the activity books for Phases Two to Six� 

Sound Phonics Teacher’s Guide  
978 07217 1223 9 

Chapter contents help you to 
navigate through the teaching 
notes for each activity book.

‘You will need’ boxes allow you 
to quickly prepare the required 
materials for each set of activities.

Simple group and pair games 
provide focused practice of key 
phonic skills.

A ‘book’ symbol indicates materials that are available 
in the accompanying teacher’s resource book.

A ‘download’ symbol indicates 
supporting online resources.

English resources | Phonics

14 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Free  
downloads  
available

EY KS1

AGES 4–7

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Sound Phonics Teacher’s Resource Book  
978 07217 1224 6

Sound Phonics Teacher’s Resource Book
Carol Matchett 

The Sound Phonics Teacher’s Resource Book provides photocopy masters to support the 
activities and assessments described in the Sound Phonics Teacher’s Guide� The resources 
are divided into three sections: 

•  General resources that can be used in different ways across the Phases, including word 
sort sheets, phoneme frames, a caption book template and a phonic family tree

•  Activity book resources aligned to specific Sound Phonics activity book pages, including 
tricky word mats, grapheme cards, word cards and simple games 

•  Assessment resources that accompany the assessment tasks in each Sound Phonics 
activity book and help you to recognise and address any problem areas�

General resources may be 
used across all six Phases.

English resources | Phonics
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Activity book resources can be used with 
specific pupil books or as revision material.

EY KS1

AGES 4–7

RRP £15.00

TEACHER PRICE £13.00
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Sound Phonics Rhymes for Reading
Carol Matchett 

Rhymes for Reading is a collection of 60 photocopiable, phonically decodable rhymes for 
children working on Phases Two to Four of Letters and Sounds, which enables children to 
practise and apply phonic knowledge in a ‘real’ reading context from a very early stage� 
The rhymes feature a range of simple poetry forms and common Early Years Foundation 
Stage and Key Stage 1 themes, such as the seasons, family and school, and can be used 
throughout the year in phonics sessions and in other areas of learning�

Accompanying Teaching notes focus on phonic skills, vocabulary and comprehension,  
and help you to use the rhymes in your phonics teaching� They include:

• advice on using the rhymes in shared and guided reading 

• suggestions for practical follow-up activities, including ideas for making links to writing 

• Phonic knowledge charts to summarise the graphemes and tricky words in each rhyme

• Discussion charts to encourage reflection and develop understanding�

Sound Phonics Rhymes 
for Reading  
978 07217 1240 6

Tabs help you to find a suitable 
rhyme for children’s level of 
phonic knowledge.

One rhyme is presented per 
page, allowing you to photocopy 
or enlarge a single text.

A range of simple poetry forms 
are used, including action 
rhymes, riddles and rhymes 
with repeating patterns.

English resources | Phonics
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Simple graphics add interest but 
do not encourage children to 
guess words when reading.

EY KS1

AGES 4–7

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Handwriting Practice
Carol Matchett 

Handwriting Practice gives pupils practice in forming and joining letters, helping them 
to develop handwriting that is neat, fluent, legible and fast� Fully compatible with any 
handwriting scheme, the series works methodically through all the letters and joins, with 
workbook-style pages for children to complete� Short and helpful tips provide the key 
information that children need in order to write correctly, and revision activities consolidate 
learning� Each book ends with a series of longer copying activities – some simulating  
real-life writing tasks and others featuring songs and poems� 

Handwriting Practice 1 focuses  
on practising correct letter formation, 
with capital letters introduced  
halfway through. 

Handwriting Practice 2 gives pupils 
practice in joining letters to form 
words. By the end of the book, pupils 
should be able to write fluently on 
lined paper.

Handwriting Practice 1  
978 07217 1203 1

Handwriting Practice 2  
978 07217 1204 8

‘X-height’, ascender and 
descender lines are provided 
throughout the first book, 
being gradually phased out 
in the second.

English resources | Handwriting
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Dotted or shaded letters and 
joins, with arrows indicating 
direction, are provided when a 
letter or join is first practised.

‘Focus’ points enable adult helpers 
to check for common errors and to 
encourage correct letter formation.

Starting dots make clear to the 
pupil where the pencil should 
first touch the paper.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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WriteWell Pupil Books
Carol Matchett 

Schofield & Sims WriteWell is a complete handwriting programme designed to guide 
children from their first steps in mark-making towards the development of secure,  
fluent and comfortable joined handwriting that can be adapted for a range of purposes�  
As handwriting is a complex process involving the simultaneous use of cognitive, physical 
and perceptual skills, and progress often varies greatly within a year group, WriteWell 
follows a developmental model that splits learning into four discrete Stages�

•  Stage 1: Shape – teaches children to form lowercase letters, capital letters, numbers and 
punctuation marks correctly�

•  Stage 2: Space, size and sitting on the line – helps children to form letters of the correct 
relative size and to position them correctly on the baseline�

•  Stage 3: Stringing together and slant – introduces children to the basic diagonal and 
horizontal joins, as well as more difficult joins and break letters�

•  Stage 4: Speed and style – encourages children to develop a style of handwriting that  
is both fast and legible�

English resources | Handwriting
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Book 1: Patterning  
978 07217 1633 6 

Book 2: First Letters  
978 07217 1634 3

Book 3: More Letters  
978 07217 1635 0

Book 4: Capital Letters  
and Numbers  
978 07217 1636 7

Book 5: Letter Size and Position  
978 07217 1637 4

Book 6: First Joining 
978 07217 1638 1

Book 7: More Joining  
978 07217 1639 8

Book 8: Confident Joining 
978 07217 1640 4

Book 9: Fluency  
978 07217 1641 1

Book 10: Speed  
978 07217 1642 8

Book 11: Style  
978 07217 1643 5

Lowercase letters are introduced in five letter families 
designed to highlight shared formation movements.

The correct letter formation  
is modelled with a red starting 
dot and directional arrows.

Free  
downloads  
available

EY KS1 KS2

AGES 4–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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The WriteWell pupil books provide carefully structured progression and a consistent 
approach to teaching and learning across all four handwriting Stages� There are 11 pupil 
books in total and the number of pupil books in each Stage varies according to the 
complexity of the processes involved�

Each book contains 15 units, together with a child-friendly introduction and at least 
one longer writing task� Each unit provides a clear handwriting focus, explained in the 
information panel at the beginning of every spread, followed by targeted activities that 
enable pupils to practise and apply each new handwriting skill� 

Children can progress through each Stage at their own pace depending on the time they 
take to achieve each handwriting milestone� The books may also be used in line with the 
requirements set out for each year group in the National Curriculum as outlined below�

Early Years Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2

Reception: Books 1–3 Year 1: Books 4–5
Year 2: Books 6–7

Year 3: Book 8
Year 4: Book 9
Year 5: Book 10
Year 6: Book 11

WriteWell challenges encourage 
children to take pride in their 
handwriting skills.

An information panel at  
the beginning of each unit 
explains the handwriting focus.

Try it activities enable children 
to try out the handwriting 
feature with plenty of support.

Apply it activities encourage children 
to use each new focus in context.

Practise it activities allow 
children to practise the 
focus with less scaffolding.
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WriteWell Teacher’s Handbook
Carol Matchett

The WriteWell Teacher’s Handbook provides in-depth support to help you teach the 
skills needed for children to master handwriting� Suitable for use either as a stand-alone 
resource or alongside the WriteWell pupil books, it follows a developmental model based 
on the National Handwriting Association’s eight ‘S Factors for Success’, while also covering 
all the National Curriculum handwriting requirements� 

WriteWell organises learning into four key developmental Stages� For each of these Stages 
there is a detailed set of teacher’s notes, providing: 

•  an overview of the developmental Stage and corresponding pupil books 

•  general guidance on teaching the Stage, including ideas for practical activities

•  charts describing the correct formation of individual letters and joins, as well as other 
common difficulties 

•  photocopiable assessment and intervention materials to help you monitor progress�

English resources | Handwriting
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Detailed teaching notes for each pupil 
book ensure that each focus is understood, 
attempted, practised and then applied.

‘P checks’ focus teachers and pupils  
on the physical writing process  
and help to establish good habits.

An Overview box at the start of 
each Stage chapter summarises 
the contents of the section.

A simple tab system enables 
you to quickly navigate to 
the relevant Stage chapter.

EY KS1 KS2
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As well as providing full teaching notes for each Stage, the WriteWell Teacher’s 
Handbook also includes a detailed Scope and sequence chart summarising the contents 
of each of the 11 pupil books and an extended Introduction, offering essential information 
on using the programme, alongside general guidance on improving the teaching of 
handwriting in your school� Featured topics include supporting left-handers; the ‘P checks’ 
(posture, pencil grip, paper position and pressure); writing readiness; assessment; and 
creating a whole-school handwriting policy�

Further General resources are provided at the back of the book in the form of a 
photocopiable Writing mat (left-handed and right-handed versions), Handwriting lines 
templates and a Handwriting pupil checklist for each Stage� There is also a range of free 
downloadable materials available from the Schofield & Sims website, including a wide 
variety of animations demonstrating the correct formation of lowercase and capital letters, 
numbers, punctuation marks and joins� Ideal for introducing or recapping the focus of a 
teaching unit, the animations can be displayed on an electronic whiteboard for the class  
or accessed independently by pupils using individual devices�

21 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

English resources | Handwriting

WriteWell Teacher’s Handbook  
978 07217 1644 2

Formation charts provide a summary 
of the difficulties associated with 
each letter and join.

Assessments vary depending on the 
Stage, but typically involve copying 
and dictation exercises.

Formal assessments help you to decide 
whether or not a child is ready to move 
on to the next Stage of the programme.

Intervention sheets encourage 
children to analyse letter 
shapes carefully.

AGES 4–11

RRP £30.00

TEACHER PRICE £25.00
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Spelling Pupil Books
Carol Matchett

Schofield & Sims Spelling is a structured spelling programme for Years 1 to 6, fully 
matched to the National Curriculum� Ideal for whole-school use, the series gives pupils 
intensive practice in using their phonic knowledge to spell words, preparing them for  
the national tests and encouraging them towards effective spelling for life� 

The series comprises six pupil books, a teacher’s guide and a teacher’s resource book,  
as well as a range of free downloads available from the Schofield & Sims website�  
Based on the model ‘teach, practise, apply and assess’, the series builds pupils’  
knowledge of spellings by: 

•  systematically introducing spelling rules, patterns, guidelines and conventions

•  exploring word structure and the relationship between words of shared origin

• suggesting strategies for remembering common ‘tricky’ or ‘exception’ words

• providing regular transcription practice through tailored dictation activities

•  encouraging pupils to monitor and correct their own spelling�

Spelling 1 978 07217 1212 3 

Spelling 2 978 07217 1213 0 

Spelling 3 978 07217 1214 7 

Spelling 4 978 07217 1215 4 

Spelling 5 978 07217 1216 1 

Spelling 6 978 07217 1217 8

The main ‘focus’ or learning 
point is introduced at the start, 
with relevant examples provided. 

Activities draw on a large 
bank of question types, 
ensuring variety.

English resources | Spelling
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Illustrations kept to a minimum to 
keep pages clean and uncluttered. 

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Each Spelling pupil book is divided into six sections containing five main pages that 
introduce new spelling conventions, followed by a Tricky words or Topic words page that 
focuses on particular words� Books 2–6 also feature regular Revision sections that use 
crossword-style clues, cloze and proofreading activities to elicit spellings that pupils should 
have mastered�

The main pages in the pupil books have a simple and consistent structure comprising  
three parts:

1�  Remember – a description of the spelling pattern, strategy, rule or guideline that is  
the ‘focus’ for the session and an example

2�  Try it – practice in spelling words using the pattern, strategy, rule or guideline

3�  Read–cover–write – practice in using the spelling focus in whole sentences�

‘I can’ statements at the foot of all but the Tricky words and Topic words pages encourage 
pupils to take pride in their achievements and apply their learning in their own writing� 
Correct answers at the back of each book enable pupils to mark their own work, laying 
solid foundations for independent study�

Words listed on the Topic words pages  
support cross-curricular learning.

A simple methodology helps 
pupils to learn spellings that do 
not follow expected patterns.

Transcribing words in complete 
sentences builds vocabulary and 
consolidates learning.

English resources | Spelling
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Free downloads
Further Spelling resources are available 
as free downloads from the Schofield 
& Sims website� These include:

•  National Curriculum correlation 
charts, showing you exactly where 
each requirement for spelling is 
covered in the series

•  Supplementary spelling logs, 
reinforcing the statutory word lists  
in the curriculum 

•  Tricky words extra (for Years 1 and 
2), listing common words that are 
exceptions in some accents but  
not others 

•  a blank My tricky words sheet, 
allowing pupils to make tricky words 
lists of their own

•  an Alternative spellings document, 
giving examples of words that have 
more than one correct spelling�
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Spelling Teacher’s Guide
Carol Matchett 

The Spelling Teacher’s Guide gives you all the support that you need as you teach pupils 
to spell� The main part of the book comprises detailed Teaching notes – one set for every 
page of the six pupil books� Clearly laid out and in a format that is easy to refer to in the 
classroom, each set of Teaching notes:

•  suggests how best to introduce each learning point or ‘focus’

• clarifies the detail of the focus and exactly what should be covered

•  recommends ways of modelling, explaining and exploring the focus

•  includes a dictation sentence, specially tailored to the learning point� 

The book also describes the process of learning to spell and shows how the teaching model 
may be implemented� Guidance is given on issues such as differentiation and spelling in 
the context of writing, and a Scope and sequence section summarises the content of each 
pupil book� Other topics covered include the spelling of tricky words, ways in which you 
can support less able learners and the practicalities of assessment and record-keeping�

Spelling Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1218 5 

Clear references are provided to 
the pupil books and additional 
photocopiable practice materials.

Weekly dictation sentences allow 
you to check pupils’ learning.

English resources | Spelling
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See pages 26–29 
for Grammar and 

Punctuation, a complete 
grammar and punctuation 

programme for use 
alongside Spelling.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

Concise teaching notes 
make lesson planning easy.
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Spelling Teacher’s Resource Book  
978 07217 1219 2 

Spelling Teacher’s Resource Book
Carol Matchett 

The Spelling Teacher’s Resource Book is an invaluable collection of photocopy masters 
that support teaching, learning and assessment� Full guidelines for use are given in the 
concise and practical notes that open each of the book’s two parts�

Part 1 provides resources to support teaching and learning, including:

• alternative methods for introducing learning points 

•  activities that explore further the content of a specific pupil book page (for example, 
Spelling log, Word sort and Word collector photocopy masters)

•  reminders and prompts, which encourage pupils to apply spelling strategies in their own 
writing (for example, Target reminder and Words to practise photocopy masters)�

Part 2 provides assessment and record-keeping resources, including: 

•  a bank of dictation tests that assess cumulative learning

•  materials for analysing independent writing�

English resources | Spelling
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Photocopiable Response sheets are 
provided for termly cloze dictation tests.

Error analysis sheets help 
you identify problem areas.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Books
Carol Matchett

Grammar and Punctuation is a complete programme for teaching grammar and 
punctuation while also building on vocabulary, reading and writing skills� Through 
structured lessons, stimulating Focus texts and engaging practice activities, pupils not only 
learn the terminology and correct usage of grammar and punctuation, but also build up 
the skills, knowledge and confidence to apply them successfully in their own writing�

Comprising six pupil books and six accompanying teacher’s guides, one for each primary 
school year, this comprehensive scheme supports a mastery approach to the teaching of 
grammar and punctuation� All pupils are encouraged to move at the same pace through 
the lessons, and a wide range of practice questions, writing tasks, activity ideas and 
assessments are provided to embed learning and ensure that pupils put their newfound 
skills into practice� 

Grammar 1 978 07217 1390 8

Grammar 2 978 07217 1392 2 

Grammar 3 978 07217 1394 6 

Grammar 4 978 07217 1396 0

Grammar 5 978 07217 1398 4 

Grammar 6 978 07217 1400 4
Pupils write their own sentences 
using the learning point.

Examples are given that 
refer back to the Focus text.

Remember panels provide a child-friendly 
summary of the key learning point.

Key grammatical terms are 
highlighted in bold and 
defined in the Glossary  
at the back of the book.

Activities feature a wide 
range of vocabulary.

See pages 22–25 for  
Schofield & Sims  

Spelling, a complete 
spelling programme for 
use alongside Grammar 

and Punctuation.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Grammar and Punctuation is designed for pupils in Years 1 to 6, with each pupil book 
meeting the statutory requirements for the corresponding National Curriculum year�  
Books 2 to 6 each provide 30 single-page lessons, while Book 1 features 15 double-page 
lessons targeted at younger learners� Suitable for use either independently or alongside  
the accompanying teacher’s guides, all the pupil books include:

•  Remember panels summarising the key learning point for each lesson

•  targeted practice, from short Try it activities that check understanding to more in-depth 
Sentence practice questions that require pupils to compose their own sentences

•  attractive illustrations to keep pupils engaged and inspire creativity

•  Revision pages to reinforce learning and identify strengths and weaknesses

•  Writing tasks to assess the application of new knowledge in their own writing

•  a Progress chart with ‘I can’ statements to encourage pupils to assess their own learning

•  a Glossary to support the confident use of grammatical terminology�

Engaging Writing tasks encourage pupils to apply 
what they have learnt in their own writing.

Revision pages allow you to 
check for gaps in understanding.

Attractive illustrations are 
designed to capture children’s 
imagination and inspire their 
creative writing.

Space is provided for pupils to 
complete the Writing task in the 
pupil book, providing a permanent 
record of achievement.
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Grammar and Punctuation 
Teacher’s Guides
Carol Matchett

Grammar and Punctuation supports the explicit whole-class teaching of grammar and 
punctuation within the wider teaching of reading, writing and speaking� Based on the 
model ‘teach, practise, apply and assess’, each Grammar and Punctuation Teacher’s 
Guide provides you with everything that you need to help pupils master the complexities 
of grammar and punctuation, including:

• practical notes with short Focus texts to demonstrate the learning objective 

•  reinforcement activities for each lesson, including cross-curricular links

•  answers to all the questions in the corresponding pupil book

•  an end-of-year test covering all the grammar points in the pupil book

•  assessment and record-keeping resources

•  a comprehensive Glossary of grammatical terms to support teacher development�

A short Focus text at the 
start of each lesson provides 
a context for the learning.

Suggestions are given for ways 
that you can extend the focus  
for pupils who are ready to  
delve deeper.

A dictation task shows whether 
pupils have understood the 
terminology and key learning 
objective.

Key terminology is listed in an 
introductory panel and defined in 
the extended Glossary at the back 
of each book.

KS1 KS2
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Each set of teaching notes offers detailed guidance on how to use the Focus text to 
introduce the particular grammar or punctuation point that you are teaching, as well  
as suggestions for alternative ways of modelling the idea to develop understanding�  
Clear references to the relevant practice questions in the pupil books are provided 
alongside ideas for applying the concept in speech and independent writing� 

The teacher’s guides also feature a wide range of assessment and record-keeping  
materials, including:

•  Dictation tasks – short dictation exercises to assess whether children have understood  
the learning objective of each lesson

•  Writing task assessment resources – an Analysis sheet listing relevant criteria against 
which to assess pupils’ writing, and a Pupil checklist to encourage self-assessment and 
facilitate teacher feedback

•  Final test assessment resources – a photocopiable end-of-year assessment with questions 
similar in style to the national tests, together with a detailed Mark scheme and Analysis 
sheet to help you identify individual or class strengths and weaknesses�

Grammar 1 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1391 5

Grammar 2 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1393 9 

Grammar 3 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1395 3 

Grammar 4 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1397 7

Grammar 5 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1399 1 

Grammar 6 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1401 1

Free downloads
A selection of free Grammar and 
Punctuation downloads is available 
from the Schofield & Sims website� 
These may be used to further enhance 
the effectiveness of the programme� 
The downloads add to the range of 
print materials supplied in the teacher’s 
guides� They include the following 
items:

•  a Curriculum coverage chart

•  an enlarged Focus text for each lesson

•  a Dictation assessment sheet

•  a Pupil target reminder

•  a Learning pathways class chart for 
each year group

•  a Final test analysis class chart for 
each year group�Answers to all the pupil book 

activities are provided alongside 
the teaching notes.

Detailed annotations offer guidance 
on what to look out for and how to 
tackle potential problems.

Free  
downloads  
available

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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English Skills Introductory Book 
978 07217 1402 8 

English Skills 1 
978 07217 1404 2 

English Skills 2 
978 07217 1406 6 

English Skills 3 
978 07217 1408 0 

English Skills 4 
978 07217 1410 3 

English Skills 5 
978 07217 1412 7 

English Skills 6 
978 07217 1414 1 

English Skills Pupil Books
Carol Matchett

English Skills provides regular graded practice to develop pupils’ essential literacy skills 
and prepare them for the Key Stage 2 national tests� Key areas are constantly revisited, 
giving pupils the intensive and rigorous practice that is essential if they are to become fully 
literate� Fully in line with the statutory requirements for the National Curriculum for English, 
the series comprises seven pupil books, seven answer books and a teacher’s guide� 

Each English Skills pupil book contains 36 one-page tests made up of the following  
three parts:

•  Warm-up – word puzzles, ‘warm-up’ exercises and revision of earlier learning

•  Word work – questions on spelling, word structure and vocabulary

• Sentence work – questions on sentence structure, punctuation and grammar�

Additional features include a Glossary of relevant literacy terms and a Progress chart 
allowing pupils to monitor their own skills as they work through the book� Three Writing 
tasks and three Proofreading tasks are also provided to encourage children to apply what 
they have learnt in their own writing�

A simple key indicates where 
questions have more than 
one possible answer.
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KS2 KS3

AGES 7–12

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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The table below indicates which English Skills pupil book may be most suitable for a  
child based on the National Curriculum expectations for each year group� Two Entry tests 
are also provided in the teacher’s guide and as free downloads to further assist you in 
selecting the appropriate book for each child�

Pupils working 
below expectations

Pupils meeting 
expectations

Pupils exceeding 
expectations

Year 3 Introductory Book Book 1 Book 2

Year 4 Book 1 Book 2 Book 3

Year 5 Book 3 Book 4 Book 5

Year 6 Book 4 Book 5 Book 6

Separate answer books contain correct answers to all the questions, as well as Focus panels 
summarising the key learning point of each set of questions, photocopiable Writing task 
assessment sheets and Completed proofreading tasks�

English Skills Introductory Book 
Answers 
978 07217 1403 5 

English Skills 1 Answers 
978 07217 1405 9 

English Skills 2 Answers 
978 07217 1407 3 

English Skills 3 Answers 
978 07217 1409 7 

English Skills 4 Answers 
978 07217 1411 0 

English Skills 5 Answers 
978 07217 1413 4 

English Skills 6 Answers 
978 07217 1415 8 
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Free downloads
A range of free English Skills 
downloads are available from the 
Schofield & Sims website� These 
resources may be used to support 
pupils in their learning, both in school 
and at home, and include 
the following:

•  two Entry tests to help you choose 
the most suitable book for each 
pupil, together with two Entry test 
marking keys and a Group record 
sheet

•  an Achievement award certificate for 
each pupil book

•  a National Curriculum chart showing 
how each book aligns with the 
English programmes of study�

Proofreading tasks feature helpful 
hints and an extra short writing 
task to develop children’s creative 
writing skills.

English resources | Grammar and punctuation

AGES 7–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00
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English Skills Teacher’s Guide 
Carol Matchett 

The English Skills Teacher’s Guide introduces the series and provides suggestions for how 
the pupil books may be used� It contains the following two sets of resources:

•  Assessment resources include two Entry tests to help you select the most appropriate pupil 
book for each child and seven Diagnostic checks for children who are struggling to meet 
age-related expectations, along with accompanying marking keys and activity prompts� 

•  General resources, providing a range of photocopiable resources designed to help pupils 
when they are writing or working through the tests� There are photocopiable resources  
for spelling, grammar, punctuation, vocabulary and writing that can be copied and used  
as handouts or enlarged and displayed as posters�

English Skills Teacher’s Guide  
978 07217 1416 5

32 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Two Entry tests are provided, 
one for lower Key Stage 2 and 
one for upper Key Stage 2.

English resources | Grammar and punctuation

Free  
downloads  
available

KS2 KS3

AGES 7–12

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Picture Dictionary
The Picture Dictionary uses simple word and picture association to develop young 
children’s language and reading skills�

Key features of the Picture Dictionary include:

•  colourful illustrations and an infant typeface to help children recognise more than  
400 headwords

•  an alphabet strip at the top of every double-page spread to assist children in locating 
words and reinforce their knowledge of the alphabet

•  high-frequency words shown in bold throughout

•  separate lists of verbs, opposites, colours, days of the week, months of the year and 
numbers to 20

•  a complete photocopiable list of all the words featured in the dictionary�

Picture Dictionary  
978 07217 1131 7

An alphabet strip helps children 
to locate words in the dictionary.

The definition of a word is displayed 
in the form of a colourful illustration.

High-frequency words are shown  
in bold type for quick reference.

English resources | Dictionaries and thesauruses

Suitable for use  
with EAL and SEN  

pupils

EY KS1

AGES 4+

RRP £5.00

TEACHER PRICE £3.00

CLASS SET PRICE £2.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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First Illustrated Dictionary
The First Illustrated Dictionary uses age-appropriate definitions and pictures to widen 
children’s vocabulary and improve their reading, writing and spelling skills at Key Stage 1� 
Supporting the dictionary requirements of the National Curriculum, it includes more than 
2,000 headwords and definitions, and more than 500 colour illustrations� 

Key features of the First Illustrated Dictionary include:

•  concise How to use this book instructions 

•  clear guide words indicating the first and last headwords on each spread

•  information on short forms and irregular plurals

•  guidance on pronunciation

•  an alphabet strip on each page to reinforce knowledge of the alphabet

•  separate lists of colours, months of the year, days of the week and numbers�

First Illustrated Dictionary  
978 07217 1132 4

English resources | Dictionaries and thesauruses

34 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Additional meanings  
are numbered in blue.

Guidance on pronunciation 
is given where appropriate.

Irregular plurals are 
clearly highlighted.

Guide words help children to find 
the word they are looking for.

KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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First Dictionary 
978 07217 1141 6

English resources | Dictionaries and thesauruses
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First Dictionary
The First Dictionary helps to widen children’s vocabulary and develop their reading, 
writing and spelling skills as they transition from Key Stage 1 to Key Stage 2� Supporting 
the dictionary requirements of the National Curriculum, it includes more than 5,000 
headwords, carefully chosen to reflect contemporary usage and interests� 

Key features of the First Dictionary include:

• a special What is a dictionary? introduction for children

• concise How to use this book instructions 

• clear guide words indicating the first and last headwords on each spread

• an alphabet strip on each page to reinforce knowledge of the alphabet

• guidance on pronunciation

•  separate lists of common words, pronouns, synonyms, antonyms, time words and numbers

• additional lists of topic words on the themes ‘School’, ‘Places’, ‘Travelling’ and ‘Numbers’�

Plurals are provided next  
to many headwords.

Comparatives and superlatives 
are included for some adjectives.

Guidance on pronunciation 
is given where appropriate.

The third-person singular, the present 
participle and the past participle are 
given as alternative verb forms.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–9

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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First Thesaurus
The First Thesaurus helps to widen children’s vocabulary and develop their reading, 
writing and spelling skills as they transition from Key Stage 1 to Key Stage 2� Supporting 
the dictionary requirements of the National Curriculum, it includes more than 2,000 
headwords and 10,000 synonyms to help build children’s word power�

Key features of the First Thesaurus include:

•  a special What is a thesaurus? introduction for children

•  concise How to use this book instructions 

•  clear guide words indicating the first and last headwords on each spread

•  an alphabet strip on each page to reinforce knowledge of the alphabet

•  a list of more than 500 antonym pairs

•  additional lists of topic words on the themes ‘All about you’, ‘Animals’, ‘Plants’, ‘Food, 
drink and cooking’, ‘Your home’ and ‘Things to wear’�

First Thesaurus 
978 07217 1142 3

English resources | Dictionaries and thesauruses
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Synonyms are given for 
each different meaning.

Guide words help children to find 
the word they are looking for.

Each headword in the 
First Thesaurus is defined 
in the First Dictionary.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–9

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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First Dictionary and Thesaurus Activities
Carol Matchett

Although written for use with the First Illustrated Dictionary or First Dictionary, and 
with the First Thesaurus, this versatile activity book may be used with any other dictionary 
or thesaurus that you have in your classroom� Presented as a one-per-child workbook, 
First Dictionary and Thesaurus Activities will provide you with a permanent record 
of each child’s work�

The activities contained within the book:

•  clearly demonstrate the value of the dictionary and thesaurus and help children to 
develop the skills and knowledge that they need for using them

• include clear and attractive illustrations 

•  are enjoyable and stimulating, enriching children’s language and encouraging them to 
be more accurate and more adventurous in their choice of words 

• may be completed in class or as homework

• include helpful notes for teachers and a list of objectives covered�

First Dictionary and Thesaurus Activities 
978 07217 1143 0

English resources | Dictionaries and thesauruses

37 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

‘I can’ statements encourage 
children to take pride in 
their learning.

Ideal for use  
with the dictionaries 

and thesaurus on 
pages 34–36

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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The Complete Primary Dictionary 
978 07217 1371 7

The Complete Primary Dictionary
Michael Janes 

Aimed at pupils in Key Stage 2 and above, The Complete Primary Dictionary features 
more than 75,000 words, meanings and examples� As well as offering precise definitions 
written in clear and accessible language, it also provides a wealth of additional information 
to enhance children’s appreciation of the English language, including: 

•  explanations of letter shape origins and word etymologies 

•  fascinating facts about history, traditions and other topics 

•  language extras, such as alternative spellings and grammatical points

•  relevant examples of words with the same or opposite meaning

•  examples of common similes and idioms

•  definitions of older words, including nature words, found in children’s classics�

A wide range of proper 
nouns are included to boost 
children’s general knowledge.

‘Origin’ panels at the start 
of each new section provide 
information on the history of  
the shape of the capital letter.

Clear examples are provided to 
show children how words may 
be used in their own writing.

The third-person singular, and 
present and past participle 
forms are provided for all verbs.

English resources | Dictionaries and thesauruses
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Common interjections are 
included as headwords.

Important suffixes 
and prefixes are 
given as headwords.

Interesting etymologies are 
frequently highlighted. 

Relevant synonyms 
and antonyms help 
to build word power.

AGES 7–13

RRP £30.00

TEACHER PRICE £25.00

CLASS SET PRICE £15.00
10 or more copies of the same book

KS2 KS3
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Early Comprehension 1 
978 07217 0917 8 

Early Comprehension 2 
978 07217 0918 5 

Early Comprehension 3 
978 07217 0950 5 

Early Comprehension 1

•  What happens first/before/next

•  Telling a story based on a set 
of pictures

•  Reading captions 

•  Identifying how a story ends 

Early Comprehension 2

•  Matching pictures with captions 

•  Reading simple instructions 

•  Riddles 

•  Speech bubbles 

Early Comprehension 3

•  Advertisements 

•  Invitations 

•  Notices 

•  Newspaper articles 

•  Book covers 

•  Reading comprehension based 
on fiction and non-fiction texts 

Early Comprehension
Anne Forster and Paul Martin 

Early Comprehension is a series of graded activity books that develop children’s ability 
to make sense of pictures and text through activities such as story sequencing, reading for 
meaning and traditional comprehension work� The books feature a wide range of genres, 
including fiction and non-fiction texts, and are ideal for use with pupils who are not yet 
ready to attempt formal written comprehension�

Key skills covered in the series include:

• classifying • identifying facts and details

• drawing conclusions • sequencing

• making predictions • matching pictures with captions

• making inferences • linking cause and effect

• following instructions • identifying similarities and differences�

KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.50

TEACHER PRICE £3.25

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book

Simple matching, drawing, colouring 
and sequencing activities develop 
children’s early comprehension skills.
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Complete Comprehension
Jo Gray, Laura Lodge and Jane Sowerby

Schofield & Sims Complete Comprehension is the essential companion for teaching 
reading comprehension in your school� Written by a team of expert authors, it provides 
you with everything you need to develop the individual comprehension skills identified in 
the National Curriculum, alongside the broader vocabulary and background knowledge 
required for effective reading comprehension�

Each Complete Comprehension unit focuses on developing a single comprehension 
skill through in-depth modelling and practice of test-style questions� A Skills guide at the 
beginning of each Complete Comprehension book explains each skill in detail and offers 
helpful guidance on how to model the skills for your class�

As well as developing the individual skills required for successful reading comprehension, 
such as inference and retrieval, the resource also aims to make reading a positive 
experience for all pupils by providing extensive opportunities for classroom discussion  
and wider exploration of the subject or theme�

All the pupil materials are 
fully photocopiable allowing 
for year-on-year use.

Attractive illustrations 
help to stimulate pupils’ 
interest in the text.

All of the texts are available to 
download in a printable format. 

Answers to all the questions 
are provided in the teaching 
notes for each unit.

Each skill has its own icon 
that children will quickly 
learn to recognise.

KS1 KS2

NEW
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There are six Complete Comprehension books in total – one for each primary school year 
group – comprising between 18 and 21 units� Each unit includes a photocopiable passage with 
accompanying pupil questions, detailed teaching notes and marking support� All the units follow 
a consistent structure based on the following five steps:

1�  Get ready – prepares children to engage with the text by introducing them to key vocabulary 
and activating background knowledge

2�  First steps – uses straightforward questions to check children’s initial understanding

3�  Explore – helps children to appreciate the literary features and broader themes of the passage

4�  Skills focus – builds pupils’ confidence through intensive modelling and independent practice  
of skill-specific questions

5�  Where next? – encourages children to discover more through activities and further reading 
about the topic�

Great care has been taken to source engaging text passages, covering a range of subjects, 
experiences and genres in order to spark pupils’ interests and promote a love of reading�

Complete Comprehension 1 
978 07217 1645 9

Complete Comprehension 2 
978 07217 1646 6

Complete Comprehension 3 
978 07217 1647 3

Complete Comprehension 4 
978 07217 1648 0

Complete Comprehension 5 
978 07217 1649 7

Complete Comprehension 6 
978 07217 1650 3

Mix it up! activities allow  
pupils to practise a variety  
of skills in combination.

The Language toolkit includes 
vocabulary activities and a summary 
of relevant phonics knowledge.

Modelling questions help 
you to demonstrate the 
target skill in context.

AGES 5–11

RRP £70.00

TEACHER PRICE £50.00
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First Comprehension Pupil Books
Celia Warren 

First Comprehension provides an early introduction to written comprehension, developing
children’s enthusiasm for reading and their ability to interpret texts� First Comprehension 1
is aimed at children in Year 2 who are attempting written comprehension for the first time, 
while First Comprehension 2 is for children in Years 2 and 3 who are gaining confidence 
in written comprehension�

Each book features 18 texts, carefully chosen to provide a reading level that is appropriate 
to the likely age of the reader and to reflect the variety of forms and genres recommended 
by the National Curriculum� The exercises that follow each extract are presented in two 
parts that may be answered in one sitting or separately, and cover a broad range of 
question types, including direct questions, inferential questions and evaluative questions�

First Comprehension 1 978 07217 1220 8 

First Comprehension 2 978 07217 1221 5

Pointers provide background 
information for each text.

Questions are split into two parts to suit 
the concentration level of the age group.

English resources | Comprehension
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Texts reflect the range 
of genres required by 
the National Curriculum.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1 KS2

AGES 6–8

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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First Comprehension Teacher’s Guide
Celia Warren 

The First Comprehension Teacher’s Guide provides a wealth of supporting information 
and resources, enabling you to use First Comprehension to its full potential, including:

•  advice on how to introduce children to the skills required for written comprehension

•  a description of the various question types covered and the different ways in which  
they are presented

•  full Teaching notes for every text, including an introduction and answers

•  Suggestions for Further activities, including the chance to perform playscripts and learn 
poetry by heart

•  a photocopiable Group record sheet for each pupil book, allowing you to monitor progress

•  cross-curricular content tables that help you to link work with topics in other areas  
of study�

First Comprehension Teacher’s Guide  
978 07217 1222 2

English resources | Comprehension
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A ‘discussion’ icon highlights 
opportunities for speaking 
and listening.

Teaching notes include answers to  
all the questions in the pupil books.

Supporting photocopy masters 
facilitate whole-class or group work.

KS1 KS2

AGES 6–8

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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KS2 Comprehension Pupil Books
Celia Warren

KS2 Comprehension provides a unique collection of stimulating texts that appeal strongly 
to both boys and girls, together with questions that build and stretch comprehension skills 
and widen vocabulary� Each pupil book is designed for one of the four year groups in  
Key Stage 2 – starting with Book 1, which is for pupils in Year 3, and working up to  
Book 4 for pupils in Year 6�

Providing more than 72 texts in total, each with questions on the facing page, the  
series encourages children both to pay close attention to literal meaning and to make 
inferences and deductions� Pupils are also given intensive practice in observing how 
different kinds of writing are structured and in identifying literary devices and their effects�

KS2 Comprehension 1 978 07217 1154 6

KS2 Comprehension 2 978 07217 1155 3

KS2 Comprehension 3 978 07217 1156 0

KS2 Comprehension 4 978 07217 1157 7

A simple mark scheme  
yields percentage scores.

English resources | Comprehension

44 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Background information 
is provided for each text.

Glossaries define potentially 
unfamiliar words.

Later books allow space for 
occasional brief reviews.

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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KS2 Comprehension Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1158 4

KS2 Comprehension Teacher’s Guide
Celia Warren

The KS2 Comprehension Teacher’s Guide provides you with everything you need  
to use KS2 Comprehension to its full potential, including:

•  a selection of texts that reflect the range of genres required by the National Curriculum

• a variety of question types, including direct, inferential and evaluative questions

•  full Teaching notes for every text, including an introduction and answers

•  Further activities, including opportunities to perform poems and playscripts

•  a photocopiable Group record sheet for each pupil book, allowing you to monitor progress

•  reference charts, including National Curriculum objectives charts, Genre charts, 
Theme charts and Cross-curricular contents charts�

English resources | Comprehension
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A summary panel provides key 
details including the genre, 
source and author of the text.

Theme and Genre charts aid 
comparisons between the texts.

Speaking and listening 
activities provide a focus 
for class discussion, drama 
and group performances.

Answers include guidance 
on what to expect where 
there is a free answer.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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A Time to Speak and a Time to Listen
Edited by Celia Warren, Foreword by Wendy Cope

An illustrated poetry anthology for Key Stage 2 and above, structured around the verses
beginning, ‘There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under heaven’�
Written by more than 70 poets, the poems reflect with thoughtfulness, candour and, where
appropriate, humour on the 28 contrasting themes to which these famous verses refer�

Poems by well-known modern poets are interspersed with older classics, and eight poems 
by contemporary writers, including Roger Stevens, Jan Dean and Nick Toczek, are published 
here for the first time�

The 100 poems in this collection: 

•  give pupils an unforgettable introduction to the richness and variety of poetry 

•  provide ideal opportunities for speaking and listening, especially if used with the 
accompanying teacher’s guide (see opposite)

•  are perfect for reading aloud, learning by heart and performing 

•  improve pupils’ fluency as readers and develop their vocabulary

•  encourage emotional literacy�

A Time to Speak and a  
Time to Listen (Hardback) 
978 07217 1225 3

Attractive illustrations reflect 
the mood of the poem.

A Time to Speak and a Time 
to Listen includes work by the 
following poets: 
John Agard, W H Auden,  
Matsuo Bashō, Hilaire Belloc, 
Laurence Binyon, William Blake, 
Alison Brackenbury, Charles 
Causley, G K Chesterton,  
Stanley Cook, Wendy Cope,  
W H Davies, Walter de la Mare,  
John Donne, Eric Finney,  
John Foster, Thomas Hardy,  
Ted Hughes, Edward Lear,  
Wes Magee, John Masefield, 
Roger McGough, Ogden Nash, 
Gervase Phinn, Christina Rossetti, 
William Shakespeare, Percy 
Bysshe Shelley, James Stephens, 
Robert Louis Stevenson, Edward 
Thomas, William Wordsworth.

English resources | Poetry
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Themes are clearly indicated 
at the side of each page.

A Time to Speak and a  
Time to Listen (Paperback) 
978 07217 1205 5

KS2 KS3

AGES 7–13

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book

AGES 7–13

RRP £15.00

TEACHER PRICE £10.00

CLASS SET PRICE £7.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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A Time to Speak and a Time to Listen 
Teacher’s Guide
Celia Warren

The A Time to Speak and a Time to Listen Teacher’s Guide supports you as you help 
pupils to explore and appreciate the poems in the A Time to Speak and a Time to Listen 
anthology� This treasure trove of a resource provides: 

•  concise teaching notes with everything you need for presenting each poem to your class

•  guidance on reading aloud for impact, reading for meaning and choosing poems to  
learn by heart

•  speaking and listening activities with detailed ideas for discussing and performing 
each poem

•  explorations of recurring themes and styles, giving you an overview of the anthology as 
a whole and helping your pupils to consider personal preferences

•  flexible plans for school assemblies on 12 inspiring topics, each providing the focal point 
for a stimulating assembly that draws upon the anthology�

A Time to Speak and a Time to 
Listen Teacher’s Guide (Hardback) 
978 07217 1206 2

The introduction includes a brief background 
to the poem and its context.

Teaching notes feature 
practical advice on how  
to read the poem aloud.

English resources | Poetry
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Icons indicate the emphasis 
of each lesson plan, for 
example, speaking, listening 
and interacting.

‘Extra’ extension activities 
provide opportunities for 
further study, investigation 
and written response.

See page 82 for 
Understanding English 

Poetry.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS2 KS3

AGES 7–13

RRP £30.00

TEACHER PRICE £25.00
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Mental Maths 1 
978 07217 0962 8 

Mental Maths 2 
978 07217 0963 5 

Number Book 1  
978 07217 0788 4 

Number Book 2  
978 07217 0789 1 

Number Book 3  
978 07217 0790 7 

Number Book 4  
978 07217 0791 4 

Number Book 5  
978 07217 0792 1

Mental Maths
Anne Forster and Paul Martin 

Mental Maths develops children’s 
ability to understand number 
problems and use their knowledge 
to resolve these problems 
confidently and logically� Clear, 
carefully structured exercises build 
children’s mathematical knowledge 
and mental agility, while a wide 
range of vocabulary introduces 
them to the variety of ways in 
which questions can be asked�

Number Book
Andrew Parker and Jane 
Stamford 

Number Book is a series of graded 
activity books designed to help 
children learn basic calculation 
skills� Aimed at pupils in Key Stage 
1, the series provides extensive 
practice in addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division, 
eventually working with numbers 
up to 100� Books 4 and 5 feature 
vertical addition and subtraction�

KS1

KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.50

TEACHER PRICE £3.25

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the 
same book

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.50

TEACHER PRICE £3.25

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the 
same book
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Maths resources | Basic number skills

Telling the Time 1 introduces  
the concepts of o’clock, half past, 
quarter past and quarter to, as well  
as teaching about time in a wider 
sense, including times of day, days  
of the week, months of the year  
and seasons.

Telling the Time 2 introduces counting 
in 5s around the clock and the related 
‘minutes past’ and ‘minutes to’ times, 
while also comparing analogue faces 
with digital displays.

Telling the Time 3 focuses on 
understanding different methods  
of telling the time, including Roman 
numerals, digital 12-hour clocks, 
24-hour clocks and time zones,  
as well as featuring a range of  
time problems.

Telling the Time 1 
978 07217 1418 9 

Telling the Time 2 
978 07217 1419 6 

Telling the Time 3 
978 07217 1420 2 

Telling the Time
Christine Shaw

Telling the Time is a structured series of activity books designed to help children master 
the complex skill of telling the time� Supporting the time requirements in the National 
Curriculum, the series breaks down the process of telling the time into the smallest possible 
steps, ensuring that children fully understand the concepts and have plenty of opportunity 
to practise before moving on�

Each new time is introduced using a large clock face, with the hour and minute hands 
colour-coded in red and blue throughout the series to make identification clear� A wide  
range of time-related concepts are also covered, including different ways of measuring  
and representing time, time expressions and problems involving time� Colourful illustrations 
and fascinating Did you know? facts provide further interest� Answers to all the practice 
questions are included at the back of the books for easy marking�

A child-friendly summary of the key learning 
point is provided at the top of each page.

Regular Did you know? facts give 
interesting background information.

Supporting 
wipe-clean poster 

available on 
page 96

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–9

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Times Tables Tests 1 
978 07217 1134 8 

Times Tables Tests 2 
978 07217 1136 2 

Times Tables Tests Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1417 2

Times Tables Tests 1 covers the 2, 3, 4, 
5, 8 and 10 times tables.

Times Tables Tests 2 covers the times 
tables up to and including 13 × 13.

Times Tables Tests
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills

Times Tables Tests provides regular and structured times tables practice, helping children 
to strengthen their understanding of essential multiplication and division facts, before 
progressing to apply these facts to solve word problems based on real-life situations� To 
further boost confidence and rapid recall skills, children are encouraged to work against  
the clock, which will also help them to prepare for timed examinations�

Fully in line with National Curriculum requirements, the tests are similar in structure to 
those in Mental Arithmetic (see pages 56–57), and are suitable for use alongside this 
series or independently� Each book contains 24 tests grouped into two sections, each 
ending with a Progress test that allows children to see their consistency and speed build 
over time� A separate teacher’s guide contains answers to all tests in the series, as well 
as guidance on teaching and reinforcing tables facts�

Each test features three parts 
that can be completed either  
in one sitting or separately.

Tests mirror the ‘A, B, C’ format 
of Mental Arithmetic.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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My Times Tables Book 
978 07217 1655 8

Maths resources | Times tables
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My Times Tables Book
My Times Tables Book helps to build fluency and confidence in times tables� Matching the
pace and coverage of the Year 4 Multiplication Tables Check, the book contains 40 sets of
times tables questions, each of which is designed to be completed in two-and-a-half minutes� 

This A5 book also contains: 

•  useful tips for parents and carers about how to help children to practise times tables at 
home, written by experienced teacher John Dabell 

•  a colour-in Progress Chart for tracking children’s progress and celebrating achievement 

•  space for the teacher to note the child’s specific learning targets in times tables, and for 
any adult working with the child to note the child’s progress towards meeting them 

• a handy Multiplication Square, which children can use to mark their own answers� 

Once children are confident that they have mastered a particular table, they can tick it off 
on the Times Tables Checklist on the inside back cover of the book�

KS2

Questions are presented in the same style 
and proportion as in the actual check.

Space is provided for personalised 
times tables learning targets.

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.00

TEACHER PRICE £2.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.00
10 or more copies of the same book

NEW
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Learn Your Times Tables 1 covers  
the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 times tables. 

Learn Your Times Tables 2 covers  
the 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12 times tables.

Learn Your Times Tables
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills

Learn Your Times Tables helps children to understand and memorise the key 
multiplication facts that are required at Key Stages 1 and 2, including the ×11 and  
×12 times tables�

The series includes:

•  What to notice and Hard facts boxes featuring patterns, hints and rhymes to help 
children remember the first 12 multiples in each table

• consolidation using the ‘Look, Cover, Write, Check’ method

• Cut-out flashcards

• ideas for games and activities

•  timed Test yourself questions and an ‘I know my … table’ Summary section to enable 
children to monitor their own learning

• pull-out answers�

Learn Your Times Tables 1 
978 07217 1128 7

Learn Your Times Tables 2 
978 07217 1129 4

Children are encouraged to 
use the ‘Look, Cover, Write, 
Check’ method.
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Facts, rhymes and cut-out 
flashcards help children to 
memorise times tables facts.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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Times Tables Practice 1 focuses on  
the 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 times tables. 

Times Tables Practice 2 focuses on 
the 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12 times tables. 

Times Tables Practice 1 
978 07217 1373 1

Times Tables Practice 2 
978 07217 1374 8 

Times Tables Practice
Ann Montague-Smith

Times Tables Practice features a variety of engaging activities to help children practise  
the times tables relevant to their age group, including the ×11 and ×12 times tables�  
The books are closely matched to the National Curriculum and place an emphasis on 
using and understanding the commutative law� Both books end with a selection of mixed 
number problems and What I know pages designed to build children’s confidence and 
reinforce learning� 

The Times Tables Practice activities are structured in sections that look separately at 
different tables� Each section encourages children to:

• practise counting

• build the multiplication table

• memorise number facts

• improve their rapid recall skills

• derive related division facts�
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Each page features activities 
on a different theme.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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First Mental Arithmetic Pupil Books
Ann Montague-Smith

First Mental Arithmetic provides carefully graded questions that develop children’s  
basic maths skills and prepare them for all aspects of the Key Stage 1 national tests�  
A downwards extension of Mental Arithmetic, the series comprises six pupil books,  
six answer books and a teacher’s guide, as well as a range of free downloads available 
from the Schofield & Sims website�

Each First Mental Arithmetic book features two or three sections divided into separate 
work sessions� Each session contains questions arranged in three parts, as follows:

•  Part A – questions using pictures or simplified language

•  Part B – questions using relevant mathematical vocabulary and symbols

•  Part C – word problems or questions that test understanding of mathematical concepts�

Throughout the series, additional Check-up tests or Just facts activities assess children’s 
understanding of particular mathematical areas, while a Language of maths glossary 
helps to develop their number vocabulary� 

First Mental Arithmetic 1 
978 07217 1163 8 

First Mental Arithmetic 2 
978 07217 1164 5 

First Mental Arithmetic 3 
978 07217 1165 2 

First Mental Arithmetic 4 
978 07217 1166 9 

First Mental Arithmetic 5 
978 07217 1167 6 

First Mental Arithmetic 6 
978 07217 1168 3

See pages 56–57 for 
Mental Arithmetic.
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The sequence of questions 
draws pupils’ attention to 
mathematical patterns, 
structures and relationships.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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The first three books in the series are designed for pupils in Year 1, while Books 4 to 6  
are intended for pupils in Year 2� The Year 2 books are also suitable for use with  
older children�

The layout of the work sessions provided in Books 1 to 3 is slightly different from that 
provided in Books 4 to 6, to suit the age and attention span of the children� Books 1 
to 3 are divided into two sections – one for each half-term – that contain at least five 
work sessions� Each session is given a full-page spread and features a variety of colourful 
illustrations to keep young learners engaged, as well as a useful number line�

Books 4 to 6 feature an increased number of questions per session, with each book  
divided into three sections containing at least 10 one-page work sessions� The layout, 
structure and content of the sessions in Books 4 to 6 is very similar to that of the tests 
provided in Mental Arithmetic, providing a helpful bridge to the Key Stage 2 series�

Separate answer books contain correct answers to all the questions in the corresponding 
pupil book, including to the Check-up tests, together with a Group record sheet to record 
and monitor progress�

Free downloads
A range of free First Mental 
Arithmetic and Mental Arithmetic 
downloads are available from the 
Schofield & Sims website� These 
resources may be used to support 
pupils in their learning, both in 
school and at home, and include 
the following:

•  Entry tests to help you choose the 
best book for each pupil

•  an Achievement award certificate 
for each pupil book

•  a selection of Maths facts sheets

•  National Curriculum charts showing 
how each book aligns with the 
programmes of study�

First Mental Arithmetic 1 Answers 
978 07217 1169 0 

First Mental Arithmetic 2 Answers 
978 07217 1170 6 

First Mental Arithmetic 3 Answers 
978 07217 1171 3 

First Mental Arithmetic 4 Answers 
978 07217 1172 0 

First Mental Arithmetic 5 Answers 
978 07217 1173 7 

First Mental Arithmetic 6 Answers 
978 07217 1174 4

Maths resources | Arithmetic
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A Session focus panel summarises 
the content of each test.

Each answer book is presented as a 
correctly completed pupil book.

AGES 5–7

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00
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Mental Arithmetic Pupil Books
J W Adams, R P Beaumont, E Spavin and L Spavin (edited by T R Goddard) 

Mental Arithmetic provides rich and varied practice to develop pupils’ essential maths 
skills and prepare them for all aspects of the Key Stage 2 national tests� It may also be  
used as preparation for the 11+, and with older students for consolidation and recovery�

The series comprises seven pupil books, seven answer books and a teacher’s guide, as well 
as a range of free downloads, including Achievement award certificates, Maths facts sheets 
and a National Curriculum chart, available from the Schofield & Sims website�

Each Mental Arithmetic book is divided into three sections, containing 12 one-page 
tests – one for each week of the term� Each test is presented in a unique three-part format 
(see pointers below) that features carefully structured arithmetic, number vocabulary and 
mathematical reasoning questions�

Throughout the series, additional 10-minute Progress tests and topic-based Check-up tests 
highlight any gaps in understanding, while a Language of maths glossary helps to develop 
pupils’ knowledge of key mathematical vocabulary�

Mental Arithmetic 
Introductory Book 
978 07217 0798 3 

Mental Arithmetic 1 
978 07217 0799 0 

Mental Arithmetic 2 
978 07217 0800 3 

Mental Arithmetic 3 
978 07217 0801 0 

Mental Arithmetic 4 
978 07217 0802 7 

Mental Arithmetic 5 
978 07217 0803 4 

Mental Arithmetic 6 
978 07217 0804 1 

Use of language is kept to  
a minimum in part A.

See pages 54–55 for 
First Mental Arithmetic.

Part B questions introduce 
number vocabulary.
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Part C features one- and 
two-step word problems.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS2 KS3

AGES 7–12

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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The table below indicates which Mental Arithmetic pupil book may be most suitable for  
a child based on the National Curriculum expectations for each year group� Two Entry tests 
are also provided in the teacher’s guide and as free downloads, to further assist teachers, 
parents and tutors in selecting the appropriate book for each child�

Pupils working 
below expectations

Pupils meeting 
expectations

Pupils exceeding 
expectations

Year 3 Introductory Book Book 1 Book 2

Year 4 Book 1 Book 2 Book 3

Year 5 Book 3 Book 4 Book 5

Year 6 Book 4 Book 5 Book 6

Separate answer books contain correct answers to all the questions in the corresponding 
pupil book, including to the Check-up tests and Progress tests, as well as a Results chart  
to record and monitor progress�

Purpose
Both Mental Arithmetic and First 
Mental Arithmetic are intended for 
use alongside existing maths lessons 
and have been carefully updated to 
meet the requirements of the National 
Curriculum for primary mathematics�

The books may be used in a variety of 
different ways, including: 

•  individual work with pupils who are 
confident with the maths concepts 
covered

•  paired work allowing pupils who 
lack confidence in some concepts to 
discuss the questions and think about 
possible ways to answer them

•  group or whole-class practice, 
working through a set of questions 
with a group of pupils after they have 
answered them

•  homework, with parents and carers 
encouraging children to explain  
their working

•  intervention and Year 7 catch-up�

Mental Arithmetic Introductory 
Book Answers 
978 07217 0853 9 

Mental Arithmetic 1 Answers 
978 07217 0805 8 

Mental Arithmetic 2 Answers 
978 07217 0806 5 

Mental Arithmetic 3 Answers 
978 07217 0807 2 

Mental Arithmetic 4 Answers 
978 07217 0808 9 

Mental Arithmetic 5 Answers 
978 07217 0809 6 

Mental Arithmetic 6 Answers 
978 07217 0810 2
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AGES 7–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

Each answer book is presented  
as a correctly completed pupil 
book to speed up marking.
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First Mental Arithmetic Teacher’s Guide 
Ann Montague-Smith

The First Mental Arithmetic Teacher’s Guide provides a detailed introduction to  
the First Mental Arithmetic series and outlines ways to use the pupil books on a  
day-to-day basis� It contains two sets of resources:

•  Assessment resources, including two Entry tests to help you select the most appropriate 
pupil book for each child and six Diagnostic checks� Each Diagnostic check comes 
complete with a marking key and prompts for corrective activities to help improve  
pupils’ understanding of the concepts� 

•  General resources, featuring Language of maths glossaries from each of the six pupil 
books and further photocopiable resources, including number lines, numeral cards,  
word cards and a hundred square�

First Mental Arithmetic Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1210 9 
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Two Entry tests are provided, one 
for Year 1 and one for Year 2.

Diagnostic checks allow you to assess 
the exact nature of a pupil’s difficulties.

KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Mental Arithmetic Teacher’s Guide 
Ann Montague-Smith

The Mental Arithmetic Teacher’s Guide provides a detailed introduction to the  
Mental Arithmetic series and outlines ways to use the pupil books on a day-to-day basis�  
It contains two sets of resources:

•  Assessment resources, including two Entry tests to help you select the most appropriate 
pupil book for each child and seven Diagnostic checks� Each Diagnostic check comes 
complete with a marking key and prompts for corrective activities to help improve pupils’ 
understanding of the concepts� 

•  General resources, featuring Language of maths glossaries from each of the seven pupil 
books and further photocopiable resources, including fractions charts, examples of 2-D 
and 3-D shapes, imperial units of measurement, and counting and multiplication squares�

Mental Arithmetic Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1389 2 
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Two Entry tests are provided, one for lower 
Key Stage 2 and one for upper Key Stage 2.

Activity prompts help to 
draw out misconceptions.

KS2 KS3

AGES 7–12

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Addition 
978 07217 1266 6 

Subtraction 
978 07217 1267 3

Multiplication 1 
978 07217 1268 0

Multiplication 2 
978 07217 1269 7

Division 1 
978 07217 1270 3 

Division 2 
978 07217 1271 0 

Written Calculation Pupil Books
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills

Written Calculation provides simple instruction, worked examples and structured practice
in the aspects of written calculation that pupils need to master by the end of Key Stage 2�
The series comprises six pupil books, six answer books, a teacher’s guide and a teacher’s 
resource book, as well as a range of free downloads available from the Schofield & Sims 
website� Fully aligned to the National Curriculum and covering all four mathematical 
operations, it may be used as the basis for a whole-school approach to calculation�

Each pupil book uses 18 carefully structured steps to guide the learner towards full mastery 
of each written method� The books also help pupils to develop confidence and fluency 
in their wider maths learning by practising and embedding place value, number facts 
and problem-solving skills� The importance of estimating and checking answers is also 
emphasised throughout the series�

A clear description of the key 
learning point is provided at 
the start of each spread.

Addition leads pupils through  
the necessary steps for mastering 
the column method of addition.

Subtraction leads pupils through  
the necessary steps for mastering  
the column method of subtraction.

Multiplication 1 leads pupils through 
the necessary steps for mastering the 
column method of short multiplication, 
and begins to prepare them for long 
multiplication.

Multiplication 2 leads pupils from short 
multiplication to long multiplication.

Division 1 leads pupils through  
the necessary steps for mastering 
short division.

Division 2 leads pupils from short 
division to long division.
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An explanation of the 
procedure is given alongside 
a worked example.

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Each of the 18 steps in the pupil books follows a consistent format, comprising:

• What to do – detailed explanations and a worked example

• Now you try – questions that are similar to those in the worked example

•  More practice – questions that are more difficult and provide less support than those  
in Now you try

•  Problem solving – questions that are expressed primarily in words

• Self-evaluation rating – to help identify pupils who may be struggling with the step�

Three Check-up tests and a Final test enable you to monitor pupils’ progress throughout 
the year and quickly convert scores to percentages�

Separate answer books contain answers to all the questions in the corresponding  
pupil book, as well as a useful introduction and a Group record sheet for recording 
percentage scores�

Addition Answers 
978 07217 1272 7

Subtraction Answers 
978 07217 1273 4

Multiplication 1 Answers 
978 07217 1274 1

Multiplication 2 Answers 
978 07217 1275 8

Division 1 Answers 
978 07217 1276 5

Division 2 Answers 
978 07217 1277 2

As pupils progress they are 
encouraged to set out the 
calculation themselves.

Each step includes problem-solving 
questions featuring real-life contexts.

Free downloads
Further Written Calculation resources 
are available as free downloads from 
the Schofield & Sims website� Some 
of these resources are designed to 
support pupils’ earliest steps in written 
calculation, while others provide 
opportunities for extension work�

They include:

•  number facts photocopy masters

•  reminders and prompts for each 
method

•  ideas for visual and tactile approaches 
to support conceptual understanding

•  estimating and checking strategies

•  motivational activities and games�
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Promotes a mastery 
approach to formal 

written methods

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00
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Written Calculation 
Teacher’s Guide  
978 07217 1278 9 

Written Calculation Teacher’s Guide
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills 

The Written Calculation Teacher’s Guide provides you with all the support you need to 
use the Written Calculation pupil books as part of an effective whole-school approach�

The main body of the guide comprises detailed planning and teaching notes – one set of 
notes for each pupil book – that include:

• Learning objectives – fully aligned to the National Curriculum

• Summary of the steps – outlining the content and structure of each pupil book

• Prerequisites – highlighting the existing knowledge needed for each pupil book

• Teaching notes – providing detailed explanations to help you demonstrate each step�

The guide also features two photocopiable Assessment tests for each pupil book,  
each containing 18 questions that align to the 18 steps in each pupil book� An  
additional Mixed calculations test encourages pupils to decide which method to  
use to solve a variety of word problems� Answers are provided to all the questions  
in the Assessment tests and scores may be recorded on the Group record sheet,  
located in the back of the answer books�
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Guidance is given on related 
concepts and prior knowledge 
required for learning.

Procedures are presented as 
a sequence of steps to avoid 
gaps in teaching.

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Written Calculation  
Teacher’s Resource Book  
978 07217 1300 7 

Written Calculation Teacher’s 
Resource Book
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills 

The Written Calculation Teacher’s Resource Book provides additional resources  
to supplement the material contained in each Written Calculation pupil book� It includes 
a bank of more than 1000 extra questions that reinforce and extend pupils’ knowledge of 
each method, further developing their conceptual understanding�

Questions correspond to the steps in each of the pupil books and may be used for further 
practice, revision or homework� All the resources are photocopiable and answers to all the 
questions are provided in the back of the book�

The resources are organised by pupil book and consist of the following: 

•  Further practice questions – up to 10 questions per step, conveniently presented to allow 
additional practice of either one or two steps at a time

•  Problem-solving questions – a selection of 12 word problems per book, designed to 
encourage children to apply written calculation methods to solve a variety of practical 
problems�
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Photocopiable questions can be set 
as either one- or two-step practice.

Further practice questions are ideal  
for extension activities and homework.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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Fractions, Decimals and Percentages 
Pupil Books
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills

Fractions, Decimals and Percentages is a whole-school programme designed to help 
pupils develop a deep and secure understanding of these fundamental areas of maths� 
Featuring six pupil books and six teacher’s guides, one for each primary school year, the 
series explores concepts through a wide range of representations and contexts to ensure 
that pupils develop procedural fluency and long-term understanding�

Fully matched to the National Curriculum, the programme supports a mastery approach 
to teaching and learning� Each lesson focuses on a single learning objective and children 
are encouraged to move at the same pace through the units� Downloadable Go deeper 
extension resources help to cement pupils’ understanding of the concepts that have been 
taught, while also developing their problem-solving and reasoning skills�

Questions increase in difficulty 
and feature engaging contexts 
suitable for the age and ability 
of pupils.

Illustrations are relevant and 
appropriate to the particular 
mathematical context.

Complex concepts are broken down 
into manageable and coherent steps.

Correct mathematical vocabulary 
is introduced from the start and 
defined in the Glossary at the 
back of the book.

Supports a  
mastery approach  

to teaching

KS1 KS2
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Fractions 1 978 07217 1375 5 

Fractions 2 978 07217 1377 9

Fractions 3 978 07217 1379 3

Fractions 4 978 07217 1381 6

Fractions 5 978 07217 1383 0 

Fractions 6 978 07217 1385 4 

Each Fractions, Decimals and Percentages pupil book contains varied activities, suitable 
for use either in class or at home, that directly correspond to the lessons provided in the 
supporting teacher’s guide� Each unit is set across a double-page spread that begins with a 
child-friendly summary of the key learning point before progressing to three sets of practice 
questions, comprising:

•  Get started – straightforward practice questions related to the learning objective for the 
lesson to help pupils gain confidence in the topic

•  Now try these – additional number and practical problems to take the topic further with 
more complex vocabulary and representations

•  Challenge – problem-solving questions involving greater challenge and other areas of 
maths, such as measurement and money�

Regular Check-up tests, a Final test and a How did I find it? checklist are also included in each 
pupil book, together with a concise Glossary to expand pupils’ mathematical vocabulary�

Free downloads
A selection of free Fractions, Decimals
and Percentages downloads is 
available from the Schofield & Sims 
website� The downloads add to the 
range of print materials supplied in 
the teacher’s guides and include the 
following items:

•  Graphics slides containing visual 
elements from each teacher’s 
guide unit provided as Microsoft 
PowerPoint® presentations

•  Go deeper investigations providing 
additional extension material to 
develop problem-solving and 
reasoning skills

•  Additional photocopiable resources 
to support learning and teaching, 
including a fraction wall, a 
comparison chart and number lines�

Varied tasks require pupils to engage 
in a wide range of cognitive processes.

Pupils are encouraged to apply their 
learning to a variety of routine and 
non-routine problems.

AGES 5–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Fractions, Decimals and Percentages 
Teacher’s Guides
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills

The Fractions, Decimals and Percentages teacher’s guides contain everything you need 
to teach the National Curriculum requirements for these challenging topics, including 
detailed lesson plans and answers to all the questions in the corresponding pupil book,  
as well as a range of assessment and record-keeping resources�

Supporting a mastery approach, the lesson plans are aimed at the whole class and include:

•  Starting point – clear guidance on how to introduce each learning point with 
accompanying graphics and scripted questions to guide pupils’ understanding

•  Spot the mistake – a short statement featuring a commonly made mistake

•  Good to go? – a quick check to assess whether each pupil has understood the lesson 

•  Pupil book practice – links to the relevant pupil book pages�

Key Stage 1 lesson plans include 
suggestions for practical activities.

Lessons encourage pupils to 
make connections, reason 
mathematically and analyse 
why the concept being taught 
is true.

Scripted questions are designed 
to draw out misconceptions.

Potential areas of difficulty in 
the corresponding pupil book 
practice are clearly identified. 

KS1 KS2
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Fractions 1 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1376 2 

Fractions 2 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1378 6

Fractions 3 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1380 9

Fractions 4 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1382 3

Fractions 5 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1384 7 

Fractions 6 Teacher’s Guide 
978 07217 1386 1 

Additional teaching support is provided in the Year 1 and Year 2 lesson plans in the form 
of suggestions for practical resources and materials that you can use with pupils to develop 
each concept� There are also links to supporting photocopiable resources provided at the 
back of the Year 1 and Year 2 teacher’s guides� These include cards and posters that can be 
used to stimulate discussion or cut out and laminated for more permanent classroom use�

All the teacher’s guides contain detailed instructions for use, including a National 
Curriculum coverage chart, prerequisites, problem-solving strategies and assessment advice� 
A complete set of answers for all the units and tests is also provided, together with a 
photocopiable Pupil progress chart and Final test group record sheet to help you track 
both individual and class progress�

A selection of free downloads is also available from the Schofield & Sims website, including 
Go deeper investigations, Graphics slides presented as Microsoft PowerPoint® presentations 
(see right) and a range of additional photocopiable resources�

Accompanying Graphics may either be presented 
on a projector, photocopied as a handout or used 
as an interactive PowerPoint® presentation.

Clear and accurate representations 
provide insights into the concepts 
being taught.

Free  
downloads  
available

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £8.00
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KS1 Problem Solving 1 978 07217 0922 2 

KS1 Problem Solving 2 978 07217 0923 9 

KS1 Problem Solving 3 978 07217 0924 6 

KS1 Problem Solving
Anne Forster and Paul Martin 

KS1 Problem Solving is a series of graded activity books that help children to develop 
their problem-solving skills by applying their knowledge of maths to a range of real-life 
situations, such as shopping, measuring and telling the time� 

KS1 Problem Solving 1

•  Addition and subtraction to 20

•  Counting money and calculating 
change

• Estimating time

• Weight and capacity

• 2-D shapes

• Days of the week

KS1 Problem Solving 2

•  Addition and subtraction to 50

•  Counting money and calculating 
change

• Telling the time

• Length, distance and height

• 3-D shapes and their properties

• The area of flat shapes

• Months of the year

KS1 Problem Solving 3

•  Addition and subtraction to 100

• Using a hundred square

• Measuring with a ruler

•  Counting money, converting pence 
to pounds and calculating change

• Reading a calendar

• Right angles

• Odd and even numbers

Maths resources | Problem solving
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KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.50

TEACHER PRICE £3.25

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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KS2 Problem Solving 1 978 07217 0935 2 

KS2 Problem Solving 2 978 07217 0936 9 

KS2 Problem Solving 3 978 07217 0937 6 

KS2 Problem Solving 4 978 07217 1 138 6 

KS2 Problem Solving 1

•  Equations

•  Multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10

•  Lines of symmetry

•  Counting money, recognising coins 
to £1 and calculating change 

•  Data handling

•  Height, length, distance, capacity 
and time

KS2 Problem Solving 2

•  Thousands 

•  Area, perimeter and angles of shapes

•  Coordinates

•  Lines of symmetry

•  Odd and even numbers, multiples of 
3, 7, 8 and 9 

•  Fractions 

•  Probability

KS2 Problem Solving 3

•  Rotation of shapes, lines of 
symmetry and tessellation

•  Percentages

•  Fractions

•  Decimal numbers

•  Time problems

•  Ratio

KS2 Problem Solving 4

•  Reflection, translation and rotation 
of shapes

•  Averages (mode, median and mean)

•  Metric–imperial conversions

•  Percentages and decimal numbers

•  Converting fractions (finding a 
common denominator) 

•  Probability

•  Using a calculator

KS2 Problem Solving
Anne Forster, Paul Martin and Ann Montague-Smith 

KS2 Problem Solving is a series of graded activity books that help pupils to improve 
their mathematical reasoning� It encourages them to apply their maths skills to a range 
of real-life situations, such as reducing a recipe and keeping score in games� Each book 
includes a pull-out set of answers to facilitate marking� 

Maths resources | Problem solving
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KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.50

TEACHER PRICE £3.25

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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11+ Study and Practice Books
Rebecca Brant, Siân Goodspeed and Charlotte Watson 

The 11+ Study and Practice Books are the essential resource for 11+ success, providing 
child-friendly explanations for all the key question types that appear in the 11+, together 
with step-by-step techniques for tackling them, clear worked examples and a wealth of 
exam-style practice questions� Due to the continually changing format of the 11+, rather 
than trying to replicate the questions in any single providers’ tests, the 11+ Study and 
Practice Books focus on equipping children with knowledge, skills and strategies that can 
be used flexibly to tackle questions in a wide range of presentations and variations� 

Ideal for use in the early stages of a child’s 11+ journey, the 11+ Study and Practice 
Books are designed to give children a thorough understanding of the key 11+ topics  
and question types, before they move on to practising them under timed conditions�  
A comprehensive contents page, glossary and index means that the books can also serve  
as an invaluable study tool for children and parents to refer back to at any point in their 
11+ exam preparation� 

Checklists at the end of each 
section provide a useful summary 
of the key learning points.

Tinted boxes provide step-by-step 
explanations of exam-style questions.

KS2 KS3

NEW

Each page features a clear study 
focus to help structure learning.

‘Tip’ icons provide extra information 
about how to tackle a particular 
type of question. 
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11+ Maths Study and  
Practice Book 
978 07217 1459 2

11+ English Study and  
Practice Book 
978 07217 1469 1

11+ Verbal Reasoning  
Study and Practice Book 
978 07217 1427 1

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning  
Study and Practice Book 
978 07217 1428 8

There are four 11+ Study and Practice Books in total, one for each of the core 11+ 
subject areas� Coverage of each question type follows the same basic format, consisting of: 

•  a clear explanation of the question type, including any definitions, vocabulary and rules 
children need to know

•  a step-by-step technique for tackling the question type, presented as a worked example 
with annotations to show working 

•  focused practice questions giving children the opportunity to try out the techniques they 
have just learnt�

Other key features include an introduction written specifically for the child, offering helpful 
background information on the 11+ and a concise summary of how to use the book, as 
well as subject-specific guidance and tips� A full-length Practice test, to be completed by 
the child once they have worked through the entire book, is also provided at the back of 
the book, along with pull-out answers to both the general practice questions and the final 
Practice test, with full explanations to further enhance children’s learning�

Answers include full explanations 
to all the practice pages and the  
final Practice test, as well as 
useful notes for parents. 

Practice pages at the end of each section give 
children the opportunity to apply what they 
have learnt by answering exam-style questions. 

Free  
downloads  
available

AGES 7–12

RRP £12.95

TEACHER PRICE £10.00

CLASS SET PRICE £7.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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11+ Maths Rapid Tests 1  
978 07217 1421 9

11+ Maths Rapid Tests 2 
978 07217 1422 6

11+ Maths Rapid Tests 3 
978 07217 1423 3

11+ Maths Rapid Tests 4 
978 07217 1424 0

11+ Maths Rapid Tests 5 
978 07217 1425 7

11+ Maths Rapid Tests 6 
978 07217 1426 4

11+ Maths Rapid Tests 
Rebecca Brant

The 11+ Maths Rapid Tests feature short, timed tests designed to build speed and fluency 
in preparation for the 11+ and other school selection tests� Written by an experienced 
tutor, the tests cover a wide range of topics, ensuring that children have the skills and 
knowledge to succeed in any of the major providers’ tests – including CEM and GL� 

Each book contains 36 single-page, standard-format tests covering the following topic 
areas: number and place value; calculation; fractions, decimals and percentages; algebra; 
measurement; geometry; and statistics� The target times for each test range from 12 to  
8 minutes, making them ideal for regular independent work sessions�

Key features of the series include:

• varying target times for completion and space for recording times and scores

• separate pull-out answers with explanations and Action notes 

• a Progress chart for tracking improvement�

Attractive illustrations are  
used in the earlier books to 
appeal to younger learners.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1 KS2 KS3

AGES 6–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book

The target time is clearly shown 
at the start of each test.

Children are encouraged to record their time, 
score and whether or not they met the target.
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11+ English Rapid Tests 1 
978 07217 1429 5

11+ English Rapid Tests 2 
978 07217 1430 1

11+ English Rapid Tests 3 
978 07217 1431 8

11+ English Rapid Tests 4 
978 07217 1432 5

11+ English Rapid Tests 5 
978 07217 1433 2

11+ English Rapid Tests 6 
978 07217 1434 9

11+ English Rapid Tests 
Siân Goodspeed

The 11+ English Rapid Tests feature short, timed tests designed to build speed and fluency
in preparation for the 11+ and other school selection tests� Written by an experienced 
tutor, the tests cover a wide range of topics, ensuring that children have the skills and 
knowledge to succeed in any of the major providers’ tests – including CEM and GL� 

Each book contains 18 double-page tests, with six tests on each of the following topic 
areas: comprehension; grammar and punctuation; and spelling and vocabulary� The tests 
feature a combination of standard-format and multiple-choice questions to give children 
practice in answering questions in both formats� The target times for each test range from 
12 to 8 minutes, making them ideal for regular independent work sessions�

Key features of the series include:

• varying target times for completion and space for recording times and scores

• separate pull-out answers with explanations and Action notes 

• a Progress chart for tracking improvement�

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1 KS2 KS3

AGES 6–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 1  
978 07217 1450 9

11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 2 
978 07217 1451 6

11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 3 
978 07217 1452 3

11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 4 
978 07217 1453 0

11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 5 
978 07217 1454 7

11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 6 
978 07217 1455 4

11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests
Siân Goodspeed

The 11+ Verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests feature short, timed tests designed to build 
speed and fluency in preparation for the 11+ and other school selection tests� Written  
by an experienced tutor, the tests cover a wide range of topics, ensuring that children  
have the skills and knowledge to succeed in any of the major providers’ tests – including  
CEM and GL�

Each book contains 36 single-page, standard-format tests covering the following topic 
areas: word and letter patterns; vocabulary; spelling; number patterns; and problem 
solving� The target time for each test gradually reduces from 15 to 10 minutes, making 
them ideal for regular independent work sessions�

Key features of the series include:

• varying target times for completion and space for recording times and scores

• separate pull-out answers with explanations and Action notes 

• a Progress chart for tracking improvement�

To save pupils time as they 
read, the same example is 
used with each recurrence 
of a specific question type.

Clear directions at the  
start and end of each  
test ensure that the tests 
are easy to navigate.

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1 KS2 KS3

AGES 6–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 1  
978 07217 1463 9

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 2 
978 07217 1464 6

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 3 
978 07217 1465 3

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 4 
978 07217 1466 0

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 5 
978 07217 1467 7

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests 6 
978 07217 1468 4

11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests
Rebecca Brant

The 11+ Non-verbal Reasoning Rapid Tests feature short, timed tests designed to build
speed and fluency in preparation for the 11+ and other school selection tests� Written by
an experienced tutor, the tests cover a wide range of topics, ensuring that children have the
skills and knowledge to succeed in any of the major providers’ tests – including CEM and GL� 

Each book contains 18 double-page, multiple-choice tests on topics including recognising 
similarities and differences; identifying reflected and hidden shapes; and completing series� 
The target time for each test ranges from 5 to 8 minutes, making them ideal for regular 
independent work sessions�

Key features of the series include:

• varying target times for completion and space for recording times and scores

• separate pull-out answers with explanations and Action notes 

• a Progress chart for tracking improvement�

Free  
downloads  
available

KS1 KS2 KS3

AGES 6–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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11+ Progress Papers
Patrick Berry, Rebecca Brant and Susan Hamlyn 

The 11+ Progress Papers provide rigorous and flexible practice for children preparing 
to sit 11+ tests – including those set by CEM and GL – and other school entrance 
examinations� There are 12 books in total, three for each of the four main 11+ subjects: 
maths, English, verbal reasoning and non-verbal reasoning� 

The 11+ Maths and Non-verbal Reasoning Progress Papers both contain 21 assessment 
papers, while the English and Verbal Reasoning papers contain 18 papers� Ideal for  
revision and consolidation in the final stages of a child’s 11+ preparation, the 11+ 
Progress Papers provide a wide range of practice questions that gradually increase in 
difficulty throughout the series, helping you to identity gaps in knowledge and providing  
a clear measure of progress� 

1 1+ Maths Progress Papers 1 
978 07217 1456 1 

1 1+ Maths Progress Papers 2 
978 07217 1457 8 

1 1+ Maths Progress Papers 3 
978 07217 1458 5

1 1+ English Progress Papers 1 
978 07217 1473 8 

1 1+ English Progress Papers 2 
978 07217 1474 5 

1 1+ English Progress Papers 3  
978 07217 1475 2

1 1+ Verbal Reasoning  
Progress Papers 1 
978 07217 1470 7 

1 1+ Verbal Reasoning  
Progress Papers 2 
978 07217 1471 4 

1 1+ Verbal Reasoning 
Progress Papers 3  
978 07217 1472 1

1 1+ Non-verbal Reasoning  
Progress Papers 1 
978 07217 1460 8 

1 1+ Non-verbal Reasoning  
Progress Papers 2 
978 07217 1461 5 

1 1+ Non-verbal Reasoning  
Progress Papers 3  
978 07217 1462 2

Free  
downloads  
available

Questions are grouped by topic 
to support targeted practice.

KS2 KS3

AGES 9–12

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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Pupils can choose either to work through the papers systematically for all-round revision 
and consolidation, or to focus on specific questions from several tests at once for targeted 
practice of topics that they find particularly challenging� Suitable for use at home, in school 
or with a tutor, the papers are designed to take between 45 and 75 minutes, and pupils 
may need two or more sessions to complete one paper� 

Key features of the series include:

•  pull-out answers with detailed explanations and marking guidance 

•  a Progress chart for recording scores and tracking improvement 

•  a downloadable Topics chart showing topic coverage by paper

•  an extra downloadable sample paper for all four subjects�

Example questions for all the main 
question types are provided at the start 
of each non-verbal reasoning book.

Short writing tasks on a range of themes 
allow children to practise completing 
timed creative writing exercises.

Each English paper includes 
a set of multiple-choice 
comprehension questions.

The start and end of each 
paper are clearly labelled.

The total score for each 
paper is out of 100 for easy 
conversion to a percentage.

See pages 78–79 for 
full-length 11+ practice 

papers.
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11+ Practice Papers for CEM 
Rebecca Brant and Siân Goodspeed

The 11+ Practice Papers for CEM provide realistic test practice for children preparing to 
sit 11+ exams set by the Centre for Evaluation and Monitoring (CEM) at the University of 
Durham� Carefully designed to replicate the format and content of CEM papers, they help 
children to develop essential exam techniques while also building confidence and stamina� 

Ideal for use in the final stages of your child’s 11+ journey, the resource includes two 
complete CEM-style tests, each consisting of two separate test papers with a time limit 
of 45 minutes� Each complete test features a mixture of verbal reasoning (which, in CEM 
exams, also encompasses comprehension), numerical reasoning and non-verbal reasoning 
questions split into timed sections of varying lengths� 

Separate multiple-choice answer sheets that closely match the format of the answer sheets 
used in the actual exam are provided for all the papers, allowing children to practise this 
crucial exam technique� Both the papers and answer sheets are published loose in a card 
wallet, together with guidance notes and full explanations to all the questions�

11+ Practice Papers for CEM 
978 07217 1476 9

Revision and test practice | 11+

KS2 KS3

AGES 9–12

RRP £9.95

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book

78 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk
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11+ Practice Papers for GL 
and Other Test Providers 
978 07217 1477 6 

11+ Practice Papers for GL and  
Other Test Providers 
Rebecca Brant and Siân Goodspeed

The 11+ Practice Papers for GL and Other Test Providers offer realistic test practice for 
children preparing to sit 11+ exams set by GL Assessment, as well as other school selection 
tests� Carefully designed to replicate the format and content of GL papers, they help 
children to develop essential exam techniques while also building confidence and stamina� 

Ideal for use in the final stages of your child’s 11+ journey, the resource includes four 
complete GL-style test papers – one each for English, maths, verbal reasoning and  
non-verbal reasoning� The English, maths and verbal reasoning papers have a time  
limit of 50 minutes and the non-verbal reasoning paper has a time limit of 35 minutes�

Separate multiple-choice answer sheets that closely match the format of the answer sheets 
used in the actual exam are provided for all the papers, allowing children to practise this 
crucial exam technique� Both the papers and answer sheets are published loose in a card 
wallet, together with guidance notes and full explanations to all the questions�

KS2 KS3

AGES 9–12

RRP £9.95

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Understanding Reasoning
Siân Goodspeed and Rebecca Brant 

Understanding Reasoning is a mini-series of study books designed to help pupils 
understand how to answer reasoning questions of the kind that appear in the 11+ and 
other school selection tests� The two books in the series look separately at verbal and  
non-verbal reasoning, providing step-by-step explanations and examples, together with 
practical workbook-style activities� A combined index and glossary ensures that pupils 
understand the vocabulary required for the explanation and discussion of question content�

Each study book includes:

• an Explanation to introduce each topic 

• practice Activities to consolidate and revise techniques

• Helpful hints giving extra information on how to approach activities

• extra Practice pages at the end of each section 

• helpful Tips for tests and advice on how to revise effectively

• answers to all the questions in the book�

Understanding Verbal Reasoning 
978 07217 1207 9

Understanding Non-verbal 
Reasoning 
978 07217 1208 6

Understanding Verbal Reasoning 
includes the following question types:

•  word and letter patterns 

•  vocabulary

•  spelling

•  number patterns

•  problem solving.

Understanding Non-verbal Reasoning 
includes the following question types:

•  similarities and differences

•  missing and hidden shapes

•  cubes, codes and animations.

See pages 70–71 for 
the new 11+ Study and 

Practice Books.

KS2 KS3

AGES 7–12

RRP £7.95

TEACHER PRICE £7.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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Understanding Maths
Hilary Koll and Steve Mills

Understanding Maths is a series of eight topic-based study books, plus a separate 
Practice book, designed to help pupils understand, appreciate and use maths at Key Stage 
2� As well as featuring detailed explanations and targeted practice of key topics, each book 
also offers extensive opportunities for problem solving in real-life contexts�

Ideal for use as preparation for the Key Stage 2 tests, each study book includes:

• an Explanation to introduce each topic

• extensive practice Activities to consolidate and revise knowledge and skills

• thought-provoking ‘Did you know?’ facts and information

• regular Progress tests and a Final test to track pupils’ development

• answers to all the questions in the book�

The additional Practice book features extra questions on all the topics covered in the  
other books, with cross-references back to relevant pages in the study books to support 
further revision�

See pages 82–83 
for topic-based  

English and science 
study books.

Addition & Subtraction 
978 07217 1301 4 

Multiplication & Division 
978 07217 1302 1 

Fractions 
978 07217 1303 8 

Decimals & Percentages 
978 07217 1304 5 

Number Patterns & Algebra 
978 07217 1305 2 

Problem Solving 
978 07217 1306 9 

Geometry & Measurement 
978 07217 1307 6 

Statistics 
978 07217 1308 3

Practice 
978 07217 1309 0

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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Punctuation 
978 07217 1291 8 

Grammar 
978 07217 1292 5 

Spelling 
978 07217 1293 2 

Vocabulary 
978 07217 1294 9 

Poetry 
978 07217 1295 6 

Fiction 
978 07217 1296 3 

Non-fiction 
978 07217 1297 0

Practice 
978 07217 1298 7

Understanding English
Carol Matchett 

Understanding English is a series of seven topic-based study books, plus a separate 
Practice book, designed to help pupils understand, appreciate and use English at Key  
Stage 2� As well as featuring detailed explanations and targeted practice of key topics,  
each book also offers ideas for further pupil-led activities and projects�

Ideal for use as preparation for the Key Stage 2 tests, each study book includes:

•  an Explanation to introduce each topic 

•  extensive practice Activities to consolidate and revise knowledge and skills

•  thought-provoking ‘Did you know?’ facts and information

•  Now you try activities to develop pupils’ understanding of English outside the classroom�

The additional Practice book features extra questions on all the topics covered in the  
other books, with cross-references back to relevant pages in the study books to support 
further revision�

See pages 81 and 83  
for topic-based  

maths and science  
study books.

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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Understanding Science
Penny Johnson

Understanding Science is a series of six topic-based study books designed to help pupils 
understand, appreciate and apply science at Key Stage 2� Each book contains detailed 
explanations and targeted practice designed to build pupils’ scientific knowledge and 
understanding� The importance of ‘working scientifically’ is emphasised throughout the 
series, with pupils encouraged to use and apply investigation skills, such as predicting 
results, analysing evidence and planning a fair test, when answering questions�

Each study book includes: 

• a concise Explanation to introduce each topic 

• extensive practice Activities to consolidate and revise knowledge and skills

• thought-provoking ‘Did you know?’ facts and information

• a Glossary of scientific language

• a Scientific investigation summary

• answers to all the questions in the book�

Our Bodies 
978 07217 1285 7 

Animals & Plants 
978 07217 1286 4 

Using Materials 
978 07217 1287 1 

Changing Materials 
978 07217 1288 8 

Forces & Electricity 
978 07217 1289 5 

Light, Sound & Space 
978 07217 1290 1

See pages 81–82 
for topic-based  

maths and English 
study books.

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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SATs 10-Minute Tests 
Carol Matchett, Rachel Lopiccolo, Steve Mills, Hilary Koll and Belle Cottingham

The SATs 10-Minute Tests are short, timed tests designed to build speed, accuracy and 
confidence. Ideal for independent work sessions at home, there are eight books in total, 
one for each of the four areas tested at the end of each key stage. 

The KS1 and KS2 SATs Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 10-Minute Tests provide 
targeted practice of the key language skills tested in the SATs. Each book contains 18 
Grammar and Punctuation tests featuring a mixture of multiple-choice, matching and  
short- and long-answer questions. There are also regular Spelling tests presented as  
cloze sentences with an accompanying script for parents to read aloud to their child.

The KS1 and KS2 SATs Reading 10-Minute Tests allow children to practise exam-style 
comprehension questions in manageable 10-minute sessions, before progressing to  
full-length papers. Each book contains 22 tests based on high-quality texts covering a range 
of genres and subjects, from classic works by George Bernard Shaw and Dick King-Smith, 
to contemporary fiction from Cornelia Funke and a biography of Mo Farah.

KS1 SATs Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1499 8

KS2 SATs Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1495 0

KS1 SATs Reading 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1498 1

KS2 SATs Reading 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1497 4

KS1 KS2

AGES 6–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £2.50
10 or more copies of the same book
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The KS1 and KS2 SATs Arithmetic 10-Minute Tests provide short, sharp bursts of practice  
to develop children’s mental calculation skills and number fluency. Each test begins with  
two warm-up questions, followed by a set of context-free, timed calculations covering a 
range of mathematical operations, including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, 
fractions, decimals and percentages.

The KS1 and KS2 SATs Reasoning 10-Minute Tests allow children to practise their 
mathematical reasoning and problem-solving skills in a wide variety of contexts spanning  
all areas of the primary maths curriculum. Both books contain a mixture of topic-specific 
tests and mixed tests: 12 topic tests and 8 mixed tests at Key Stage 1, and 16 topic tests  
and 8 mixed tests at Key Stage 2.

All the books feature a child-friendly introduction, Progress chart for recording test scores 
and pull-out answer booklet containing answers to all the questions in the book, as well  
as full instructions for using the tests and guidance on marking.

Answers include workings and 
explanations where appropriate. 

KS1 SATs Arithmetic 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1492 9

KS2 SATs Arithmetic 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1493 6

KS1 SATs Reasoning 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1494 3

KS2 SATs Reasoning 10-Minute Tests 
978 07217 1496 7

Questions are presented in 
a similar style and format 
to those in the actual tests.

AGES 6–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £2.50
10 or more copies of the same book

Questions increase in difficulty both 
within each test and as children 
progress through the book.
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SATs Revision Guides
Hilary Koll, Steve Mills and Carol Matchett

The SATs Revision Guides are closely matched to the National Curriculum and help 
children to revise what they have learnt at school, in preparation for the end-of-key-stage 
tests. Clear explanations, worked examples and colourful illustrations help to keep children 
engaged, while also ensuring that information is presented in a way that is easy for them 
to understand and remember. The accessible format and index enable children either to 
work through the topics in order, or to focus on a particular subject area.

There are four SATs Revision Guides available, covering maths and English at both  
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. Additional features of the guides include:

• helpful Tips for tests and general advice on how to revise effectively

• Remember boxes to summarise key information

• regular ‘Test yourself’ questions and answers to check recall of information

• a ‘Glossary’ to encourage the correct spelling and use of subject vocabulary.

KS1 SATs English Revision Guide 
978 07217 1485 1

KS2 SATs English Revision Guide 
978 07217 1486 8

KS1 SATs Maths Revision Guide 
978 07217 1487 5

KS2 SATs Maths Revision Guide 
978 07217 1488 2

Revision and test practice | SATs

86 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

KS1 KS2

Answers to all the Test yourself 
questions are provided at the 
back of the book.

Key terms are highlighted in bold and 
defined in a child-friendly Glossary.

AGES 6–11

RRP £5.95

TEACHER PRICE £5.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book

NEW
EDITION
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SATs Practice Papers
Hilary Koll, Steve Mills, Carol Matchett, Sarah-Anne Fernandes and Giles Clare

The SATs Practice Papers feature up-to-date practice material for pupils preparing to sit 
the national tests in 2020 and beyond� Closely matched to the National Curriculum test 
frameworks, the papers mirror both the appearance and content of the tests, providing 
realistic practice of exam-style questions� 

Separate timed papers are provided for all of the individual components of the maths and 
English tests at each key stage, as follows:

•  KS1 SATs Practice Papers comprises one Reasoning paper; one Arithmetic paper; 
two Reading papers; one Grammar and Punctuation paper; and one aural Spelling test

•  KS2 SATs Practice Papers comprises one Arithmetic paper; two Reasoning papers;  
one Reading paper, one Grammar and Punctuation paper; and one aural Spelling test�

Each set of practice papers is published loose in a durable card folder in order to provide 
as authentic a test experience as possible� Each folder also includes a separate Notes and 
answers booklet containing instructions for using the papers and detailed mark schemes�

KS1 SATs Maths and English Practice Papers 
978 07217 1652 7

KS2 SATs Maths and English Practice Papers 
978 07217 1651 0

Revision and test practice | SATs

87 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

KS1 KS2

AGES 6–11

RRP £9.95

TEACHER PRICE £8.00

CLASS SET PRICE £5.00
10 or more copies of the same book

NEW

Both the Key Stage 1 and 
Key Stage 2 Reading papers 
feature a separate full-colour 
reading booklet.
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Revision and test practice | SATs

88 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

Science Revision Guides
Penny Johnson 

The Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 Science Revision Guides help children to revise the 
biology, chemistry and physics topics that they have learnt at school� Closely matched to 
the National Curriculum, each guide provides detailed explanations and targeted practice, 
as well as guidance on working scientifically� Attractive illustrations and engaging examples 
help bring revision to life, while a comprehensive index means that pupils can either work 
through the topics in order or focus on a particular area�

Each revision guide features: 

•  helpful Tips for tests and advice on how to revise effectively

•  Remember boxes to summarise key information

•  regular Test yourself questions and answers to check recall of information

•  a Glossary to encourage the correct spelling and use of scientific vocabulary�

Key Stage 1 Science Revision Guide 
978 07217 1368 7 

Key Stage 2 Science Revision Guide 
978 07217 1369 4

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £6.95

TEACHER PRICE £5.00

CLASS SET PRICE £4.00
10 or more copies of the same book

See page 86 for  
maths and English 

revision guides.
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Revision and test practice | SATs

Key Stage 2 Science Practice Papers
Penny Johnson 

The Key Stage 2 Science Practice Papers are closely matched to the Key Stage 2 Science 
curriculum and reflect the appearance and content of the Key Stage 2 Science Sampling 
Test� A flexible resource, the papers may be used either independently for formal test 
practice, or alongside the accompanying revision guide to build confidence and identify 
gaps in understanding�

A total of three papers are included, comprising:

•  Biology Paper (25 minutes)

•  Chemistry Paper (25 minutes)

•  Physics Paper (25 minutes)� 

Full instructions on using the papers provide reassurance and help familiarise pupils with 
the format of a formal test� Each book also includes a detailed mark scheme to help you 
assess whether children are meeting the expected standard�

Key Stage 2 Science 
Practice Papers 
978 07217 1370 0

See page 87 for  
maths and English 
practice papers.

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.95

TEACHER PRICE £3.50

CLASS SET PRICE £3.00
10 or more copies of the same book

89 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk
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My Homework Diary 
978 07217 1160 7

My School Diary 
978 07217 1299 4

My Homework 
Diary
My Homework Diary provides 
children with structured A5 pages 
for noting homework tasks, and a 
spelling rule for the week, as well 
as grids for timetables, class rules 
and individual targets�

A reference section provides 
information on the following:

•  Maths facts, including times 
tables, types of angles, shapes, 
measures and the 24-hour clock

•  English facts, including 
punctuation and grammar rules

•  a glossary of Science facts

•  a list of Useful words in French, 
Spanish and German

•  History timelines covering 
prehistory, early history and the 
history of Britain

•  Geography facts, including 
continents and The Seven 
Wonders of the Ancient World�

My School 
Diary
My School Diary helps to 
ensure strong home–school 
communication and encourages 
children to take ownership of their 
work� This A5 book includes: 

•  Homework diary pages for the 
whole school year, featuring Date 
due and Comments boxes

•  a structured Reading log with 
space to record the book title, 
pages read and an adult’s 
observations

•  pages for children to fill in their 
school timetable, class rules and 
personal learning targets

•  helpful homework tips for 
children, parents and carers

•  useful reference pages, including 
a world map, multiplication 
square, punctuation pyramid  
and vocabulary lists�

General classroom resources | Diaries

90 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

KS2

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.00

TEACHER PRICE £3.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.50
10 or more copies of the 
same book

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.00

TEACHER PRICE £3.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.50
10 or more copies of the 
same book
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My Reading Record for Key Stage 2 
My Reading Record for Key Stage 2 is a handy A5 book designed to help schools 
to ensure effective home–school communication� It includes structured fill-in pages, 
vocabulary checklists and a helpful list of Words about reading� Teachers can use the book 
to note specific reading targets and letter sounds that the child needs to practise� General 
notes explain the importance of reading at home, provide a short description of the book 
banding system and outline the priorities for children’s reading at Key Stage 2�

My Reading Record 
for Key Stage 2 
978 07217 1119 5 

My Reading Record for Key Stage 1
My Reading Record for Key Stage 1 is a handy A5 book designed to help schools to 
ensure effective home–school communication� Structured fill-in pages ask parents to note 
specific points concerning their child’s reading at home, while word and sound checklists 
enable parents to track reading vocabulary� Other parts of the book allow the teacher 
to give parents information specific to the child, such as Reading targets� General notes 
explain the importance of reading at home, briefly describe the book banding system  
and outline the priorities for children’s reading at Key Stage 1�

General classroom resources | Reading records

91 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

My Reading Record 
for Key Stage 1 
978 07217 1118 8 

KS1

KS2

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.00

TEACHER PRICE £2.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.00
10 or more copies of the same book

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.00

TEACHER PRICE £2.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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General classroom resources | Word books

92 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

My Word Book
My Word Book encourages children to learn new words and to use them accurately in 
their own writing� It can be used across subject areas to help children recognise words and 
spelling patterns, record new vocabulary and build their word power�

This A5 illustrated book contains: 

•  approximately 800 words arranged alphabetically – with suffixes shown in red 

•  more than 300 further words arranged by word type or theme – including Story words 
and Feelings words 

•  a list of more than 100 Tricky words that children are likely to encounter in Key Stage 1� 

Space is also provided for the teacher to note the child’s specific targets in writing; any 
other adult working with the child may note the child’s progress towards meeting them�

Suffixes are shown in red to highlight word 
structure and demonstrate the rules of spelling.

Bright illustrations help children 
to remember word meanings.

Blank spaces allow children to add 
in new words as they discover them.

My Word Book 
978 07217 0961 1 

KS1

AGES 5–7

RRP £3.00

TEACHER PRICE £2.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.00
10 or more copies of the same book
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General classroom resources | Word books

93 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

My Spelling Book
My Spelling Book allows children to record and practise new spellings using the strategy, 
‘Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check’. Perfect for weekly spelling practice, the book contains 
space for 40 sets of 15 spellings. After each set of spellings, a short writing activity 
encourages children to use the spellings in context. 

This A5 book also contains: 

•  useful tips for parents and carers about how to help children to practise spelling at home 

•  a detachable card bookmark, which children can use to cover up spellings while they 
practise writing them 

•  space for the teacher to note the child’s specific targets in spelling, and for any adult 
working with the child to note the child’s progress towards meeting them 

•  handy copies of the statutory word lists for Years 3 to 6 for reference

•  space for the child to note down any particularly tricky spellings requiring further practice.

Replacement copies of the bookmark can be downloaded for free from the Schofield & 
Sims website.

My Spelling Book 
978 07217 1653 4

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £3.00

TEACHER PRICE £2.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.50
10 or more copies of the same book

NEW

Children are encouraged to 
apply the spellings in context 
at the end of each set.
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General classroom resources | Word books

94 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

My Letters and Sounds Book
My Letters and Sounds Book is a one-per-child learning log designed to accompany 
children from Reception through to Year 2 and provide a concise, at-a-glance record of 
their progress in phonics� 

The easy-to-use book includes checks for each learning objective described in Letters and 
Sounds Phases One to Six� Each check includes space for the teacher or teaching assistant’s 
comments, enabling them to easily identify learning that is already secure, as well as 
priorities for future teaching� Specific sounds or words requiring more practice may be 
highlighted for further consolidation�

This A5 book also contains:

•  a Reading Record section, in which adults can note down the titles of any phonic readers 
the children have read, either in class or at home 

•  handy copies of the high-frequency and common words

•  a Glossary of phonics terminology�

My Letters and Sounds Book 
978 07217 1654 1

AGES 4–7

RRP £3.00

TEACHER PRICE £2.00

CLASS SET PRICE £1.00
10 or more copies of the same book

NEW

EY KS1

Each section of the book 
is colour-coded by Phase 
for easy navigation.
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Word Puzzles 
Celia Warren 

Word Puzzles provides carefully 
graded and challenging puzzles 
that help to develop pupils’ 
vocabulary and spelling skills� 
Puzzle types featured in the 
book include:

• word chains

• word squares

• hidden words

• link words

• riddles

• word searches

• crosswords

• sudoku�

Worked examples and useful hints 
are provided and children are 
encouraged to check their answers 
against the correct solutions given� 

Number Puzzles 
978 07217 1116 4

Number Puzzles 
Ann Montague-Smith 

Number Puzzles features puzzles 
involving numbers and logic that 
encourage children to apply their 
mathematical knowledge to a wide 
range of problems� Puzzle types 
featured in the book include:

• sudoku

• kakuro

• arithmagons

• magic squares

• Latin squares

• multiplication pyramids

• grand totals puzzles�

Worked examples and useful hints 
are provided and children are 
encouraged to check their answers 
against the correct solutions given� 

General classroom resources | Puzzle books

95 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Word Puzzles 
978 07217 1117 1 

KS2

KS2

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the 
same book

AGES 7–11

RRP £4.95

TEACHER PRICE £4.00

CLASS SET PRICE £3.50
10 or more copies of the 
same book
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Alphabet 
978 07217 5500 7 

Days of the Week  
978 07217 5554 0

Charles Dickens 
978 07217 5653 0

Numbers 1–10 
978 07217 5536 6

Numbers 1–20 
978 07217 5504 5 

Numbers 1–100 
978 07217 5652 3 

Multiplication Square 
978 07217 5656 1 

Telling the Time 
978 07217 5540 3

Times Tables 1–6 
978 07217 5508 3

Times Tables 7–12 
978 07217 5510 6 

Maths, English and science posters

Constellations 
978 07217 5589 2 

Fruit 
978 07217 5522 9 

History of the Planet Earth 
978 07217 1162 1 

Our Solar System 
978 07217 5574 8 

Periodic Table 
978 07217 5614 1

Vegetables 
978 07217 5524 3

General classroom resources | Posters

96 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

The original and the best – heavy-duty, wipe-clean laminated posters, ideal for the classroom. 
Standard posters measure 53 × 77cm. Super-jumbo posters measure 84 × 119cm.

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £5.00
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Map of Europe 
978 07217 0934 5 

Map of UK and Ireland 
978 07217 0938 3 

Map of the World 
978 07217 5596 0

Peters World Map 
978 07217 0933 8 

World Political Map 
978 07217 0927 7 

Ancient Egypt 
978 07217 5602 8

Ancient Greece 
978 07217 5600 4 

Anglo-Saxon and Viking Invaders 
978 07217 5592 2 

British History Timeline 
978 07217 1161 4 

Kings and Queens 
978 07217 5560 1 

Roman Britain 
978 07217 5591 5 

The Roman Empire 
978 07217 0947 5 

World History Timeline 
978 07217 0941 3 

Geography and history posters

History of the Planet Earth (super-jumbo) 
978 07217 1202 4 

World History Timeline (super-jumbo) 
978 07217 1200 0 

General classroom resources | Posters

97 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

KS1 KS2

AGES 5–11

RRP £10.00

TEACHER PRICE £5.00

AGES 5–11

RRP £30.00

TEACHER PRICE £20.00
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International stockists

Africa
Egypt
Cairo Trade Centre
ctc@access�com�eg 

Gambia
Timbooktoo
timbooktoo@qanet�gm 

Ghana
Kingdom Books
petergyateng@yahoo�com 

www�kingdomgh�com

Kenya
Text Book Centre Ltd 
sales@tbc�co�ke 

www�textbookcentre�com

Mauritius
Edubooks Co Ltd
edubooks@orange�mu

Nigeria
Chelis Bookazine 
info@chelisbookazine�com 

www�chelisbookazine�com

South Africa
Caxton Books
jferreira@caxtons�co�za 

www�caxtons�co�za

98 To order call 01484 607080 or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk

The Americas
Barbados
Brydens Retail Inc
pencils@caribsurf�com 

www�brydensxpress�com

Days Bookstore
enquiries@daysbookstore�com

www�daysbookstore�com

Brazil/Paraguay/Uruguay/Argentina
The English Yard
carol_zuhra@englishyard�com�br

Dominica
Jays Ltd
jays@cwdom�dm 

North America
Amazon USA
www�amazon�com

Middle East
Bahrain
Elmia Bookstores
kumar@elmia-gcc�com 

www�elmia-gcc�com

Majestic Promotions Company W.L.L.
info@mpcwll�com

MECON
mecon@batelco�com�bh 

www�meconbahrain�com

The Bookcase
bookcase@batelco�com�bh 

www�the-bookcase�com

Kuwait
Saeed & Samir Bookstore Co
saeed�samir�bookstore�76@gmail�com 

Lebanon
Levant Distributors
schools�orders@levantgroup�com 

www�levantgroup�com

Librairie Antoine
Siham�abboud@antoineonline�com 

www�antoineonline�com

Oman
Oman International Book House
omanintel@omantel�net�om 

Saudi Arabia
Numo Al-Elmia
noor�mohamed@alelmia�com 

www�alelmia�com

Dar Al Jadawel Publishing & Distribution
dhar@aljadawel�sa

www�aljadawel�sa

WBCO
abdullah@wbco�sa 

www�wbco�sa

United Arab Emirates
All Prints Distributors & Publishers
allprints@allprints�ae 

www�allprints�ae

Arora Book Centre
info@arorabooks�com

www�arorabooks�com

Kinokuniya Book Store
dubai@kinokuniya�com 

www�kinokuniya�com

Magrudy Enterprises LLC 

bookbuying@magrudy�com 

www�magrudy�com

The Bookworm
bookworm-dxb@hotmail�com
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International stockists

Europe
Cyprus
Academic & General Bookshop
academic&general@cytanet�com�cy 

K P Kyriakou Ltd
kpk�info@books�com�cy 

Czech Republic
Art of Language
info@artoflanguage�cz 

www�artoflanguage�cz

ADC Blackfire Entertainment
doug�w@blackfire�cz

www�blackfire-edu�cz

Denmark
English Center
ec@englishcenter�dk 

www�englishcenter�dk

Germany
Buchhandlung Bollinger
mcmribollinger@aol�com 

www�buchhandlung-bollinger�de

Ireland
Edward Jennings School Supplies
leabharscoile@gmail�com 

Eason & Son
www�easons�com

Malta
Merlin Library
mail@merlinlibrary�com 

www�merlinlibrary�com

Netherlands
Transmedia
info@transmedia�nl

www�transmedia�nl

Poland
Prospectus – inicjatywy edukacyjne
biuro@prospectus�edu�pl 

www�prospectus�edu�pl

Spain
Libreria L’Escala
info@libreriaescala�es 

www�libreriaescala�es

Sweden
Utbildningsstaden AB
info@ubtildningsstaden�se 

www�utbildningsstaden�se

Turkey
M Kemal Deniz & Co Ltd
mustafa�safakogullari@denizplaza�com 

www�denizplaza�net

Sinirsiz Egitim Hizmetlebri Ltd
info@eltturkey�com 

www�eltturkey�com

99 For more information visit www.schofieldandsims.co.uk

Asia
China
Shanghai Book Traders
yuxiaoming@sbt�cn 

www�sbt�cn

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Book Centre Ltd
orders@hkbookcentre�com 

www�hkbookcentre�com

Transglobal Publishers Service Ltd
info@transglobalpsl�com 

www�transglobalpsl�com

India
Overleaf
overleaf@vsnl�net 

www�overleaf�co�in

Malaysia
Emo Book Services Sdn Bhd
vincent@emobooks�com 

www�emobooks�com

MPH Bookstores 
jacquiewong@mph�com�my 

www�mphonline�com

University Book Store Malaysia Sdn Bhd
enquiry@ubsm�com�my

www�ubsm�com�my

Myanmar
Myanmar Book Centre  
info@myanmarbook�com 

www�myanmarbook�com

Pakistan
Publishers Marketing Associates  
pma@cyber�net�pk 

www�pma�com�pk

Sri Lanka
Jeya Agency (Pvt) Ltd
tjeya@slt�lk

www�jeyabookcentre�com

Zubair Makeen & Sons
zms@sltnet�lk

www�makeenbooks�com

Thailand
A Square E Corporation Ltd
varangsinee@a2e�co�th 

www�a2e�co�th

Learning Tree Co Ltd
learningtreethailand@gmail�com

Development Media Education
bodin-dme@hotmail�com

Vietnam
Vietnam Book Promotion Service
thao@vietnambookpromotion�com

Australasia
Australia
Amazon Australia 
www�amazon�com�au 

Papua New Guinea
Birdwing PNG 
rjacksonpng@gmail�com 

Fiji
Suva Book Shop 
suvabookshop@connect�com�fj
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A
A Time to Speak and a Time to Listen 46–47

Alphabet (poster) 96

Ancient Egypt (poster) 97

Ancient Greece (poster) 97

Anglo-Saxon and Viking Invaders (poster) 97

B
British History Timeline (poster) 97

C
Charles Dickens (poster) 96

Complete Comprehension 40–41

Complete Primary Dictionary, The 38

Constellations (poster) 96

D
Daisy Lane Home–School Readers 10–11

Days of the Week (poster) 96

E
Early Comprehension 39

Eleven Plus Practice Papers 78–79

Eleven Plus Progress Papers 76–77

Eleven Plus Rapid Tests 72–75

Eleven Plus Study and Practice Books 70–71

English Skills 30–32

F
First Comprehension 42–43

First Dictionary 35

First Dictionary and Thesaurus Activities 37

First Illustrated Dictionary 34

First Mental Arithmetic 54–55, 58

First Thesaurus 36

Fractions, Decimals and Percentages 64–67

Fruit (poster) 96

G
Get Set Early Years 6–9

Grammar and Punctuation 26–29

H
Handwriting Practice 17

History of the Planet Earth (poster) 96

Home–School Guides to Reading 10–11

K
KS1 Problem Solving 68

KS2 Comprehension 44–45
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L
Learn Your Times Tables 52

M
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S
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Sound Phonics 12–16

Spelling 22–25

T
Telling the Time 49
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Times Tables 1–6 (poster) 96

Times Tables 7–12 (poster) 96
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U
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V
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Welcome to the 2020 Catalogue 
Education is full of divergent opinions, but there is one aspect of learning that 
most educators do seem to be able to agree on and that is the idea that to 
become an expert in a particular skill or technique you need to practise it. 

The power of practice
According to the Swedish academic Anders Ericsson, whose research into 
expertise formed the basis for Malcolm Gladwell’s often-cited 10,000-hour rule, 
practice is the single most important factor in determining a person’s ultimate 
achievement in a given field. There is an important caveat, however. To truly 
improve, learners must engage in what Ericsson calls ‘deliberate practice’.  
While regular practice might include mindless repetitions, ‘deliberate practice’ 
involves putting sustained effort into improving your performance in a specific 
area. It requires focused attention, constant monitoring and feedback and  
should be pitched just beyond one’s current capabilities.

Building fluency and automaticity
It is easy to see how Ericsson’s theories might apply to the classroom. Focused 
practice, both guided and independent, is a key part of how children learn. 
Without it, pupils can have little hope of developing the fluency and automaticity 
necessary to progress to more challenging tasks. Moreover, practice significantly
increases the likelihood that children will permanently remember new information. 

The right tools for the job
Not surprisingly, practice also lies at the heart of much of what we do at  
Schofield & Sims: in the sustained repetition of WriteWell; the subtle 
progression of Mental Arithmetic; and the targeted focus of our SATs  
and 11+ resources. It’s also an important feature of our new comprehension 
programme, Complete Comprehension, which aims to develop children’s 
reading skills through intensive practice of key comprehension strategies.

The evidence is clear: the more we practise, the better our performance. With 
this in mind, I hope you will take the opportunity to browse the wide range  
of practice materials – many of them accompanied by high-quality teacher 
support – in this year’s catalogue, in order to find the tools you need to  
improve your pupils’ performance.

Kind regards,

Nick Platts 
Chairman

Placing your order 
 How to order

Online
You can order quickly and easily online by visiting
www.schofieldandsims.co.uk. New customers can
either set up an account or order as a guest. By
creating an account, you will be able to save your
delivery address and view your complete order history. 

By phone 
You can order by telephone, from 8.00 a.m. to 
5.00 p.m., Monday to Friday, by calling our friendly 
Customer Service team on 01484 607080.

By post, fax or email 
Completed order forms, purchase orders and other 
paper orders should be posted to: 

Schofield & Sims Ltd 
7 Mariner Court 
Wakefield 
West Yorkshire 
WF4 3FL

Alternatively, you may fax your order to 01484 606815
or email sales@schofieldandsims.co.uk.

 Payment
Orders can be paid for: 

• by debit card, credit card or PayPal

•  on account (schools, nurseries, playgroups, 
bookshops and other retailers only)

•  by requesting a pro forma invoice.

Cheques should be made out to Schofield & Sims Ltd 
and orders from private individuals must include  
full payment details. We request that you do not 
send cash.

 Delivery
Deliveries to the UK are normally made within three 
working days, while deliveries to Europe and the rest  
of the world take from five to ten days. All deliveries 
are tracked and the following rates apply:

•  Delivery to the UK is free on orders over £30.00. 
Orders under £30.00 attract a flat £3.50 delivery 
charge.

•  Delivery to Europe and throughout the rest of the 
world is charged at a standard business rate.

Information for schools 
School discounts 
Schofield & Sims demonstrates its ongoing 
support to schools by supplying them with 
resources at reduced prices. These discounted 
prices are clearly marked in the catalogue and 
on the website and fall into two categories:

•  Class set price – for teachers and tutors 
ordering 10 or more copies of the same  
title (excludes teacher’s books, answer 
books and posters). 

•  Teacher price – for teachers and tutors 
ordering fewer than 10 copies of the  
same title.

Sample copies 
Once you have read the catalogue or website 
entries, you may wish to see examples of 
books from a particular series. Schools can 
request free, sample copies of pupil books, 
record books and revision and test practice 
materials by contacting our Customer Service 
team. These copies are for you to keep and 
do not need to be returned. 

School visits 
If you require further information or training 
on a specific title, or would like to request 
a visit from your local sales representative, 
please contact our Head of School Sales: 

David Nesbitt  
01484 601718  
david@schofieldandsims.co.uk 

International schools 
International schools are entitled to the same 
benefits as UK schools when ordering direct, 
including discounted prices. However, some 
international schools may prefer to order  
from a local stockist, details of which are 
provided on pages 98–99 of the catalogue. 
Full contact details can also be found at 
www.schofieldandsims.co.uk/international.  
For further information on international  
school orders, please contact our International 
School Sales Manager: 

Vincent Jackson  
+44 (0)1484 601717  
vincent@schofieldandsims.co.uk
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